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Abstract 

The premier sports in the United States, football and basketball, have become an 

avenue of social mobility for blacks. As more black athletes found success, the number of 

black participants increased drastically over time as evidenced by the disproportionate 

number of blacks in these sports as compared to in the general population.  

For the purpose of this study, the following questions are investigated: Why are 

blacks disproportionately represented, specifically, in football and basketball? What 

challenges has this phenomenon caused for blacks? As means of finding evidence, this 

research examines the history of the integration of blacks in sports and statistical data on 

the racial composition of sports on the intercollegiate and professional levels. 

Additionally, it explores the cultural influences that contribute to sport choice and athletic 

success in the black community. Lastly, the research addresses the numerous societal and 

personal challenges that black athletes, specifically, in the sports of football and 

basketball, face. 

Based on the research, blacks have a high participation rate and athletic 

achievement in football and basketball in comparison to other sports because of cultural 

influences such as socioeconomic status and black role models. Despite the success of 

black athletes in sports, they are still exploited and made to feel inferior, resembling the 

experiences of black people during the pre-Civil Rights era. Concurrently, blacks are 

relying heavily on a limited number of sports that have a significantly low chance of 

playing professionally while neglecting the ultimate opportunity to build a hopeful future 

through education. 
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CHAPTER 1:  
INTRODUCTION 

 In chapter one, I provide relevant background information about my life and 

experiences as a black male growing up participating in the world of athletics. In 

addition, I discuss what led me to the topic of this paper. I will then comprehensively 

address my topic of research and the questions that I intend to answer at the conclusion of 

my research. Chapter two provides historical information about the integration of blacks 

into the school systems and sports. Chapter three examines the percentages of various 

races in football, basketball and baseball at the intercollegiate and professional level. 

Chapter four investigates rationales for the numbers outlined in chapter three. This 

chapter will include factors that influence blacks to participate and perform at a high level 

in football and basketball. In chapter five, I examine various societal and personal 

challenges that black football and basketball players face. The last chapter summarizes 

and discusses the findings of my research.  

 

Background 

 As a black male and former Division I football player from the small town of 

Anderson, located in South Carolina, I have had the opportunity to see and experience the 

trials and tribulation of being a black athlete raised in the United States. My father, who 

played football, basketball and baseball through the end of high school, introduced me to 

sports. Football was the sport that he enjoyed the most, and he had the hope of one day 

playing in the National Football League (NFL). Unfortunately, his dream was cut short 
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post high school because he had to help his mother who had to raise five children on her 

own. However, his love for sports was transferred to my older brother, Lee, and me.  

 Growing up with an older brother who played sports only inspired me to also 

participate. We both began playing football, basketball and baseball for the recreational 

league at an early age. As a result of Lee being about a year and a half older than me, we 

often found ourselves playing on the same teams.  

 When I approached middle school, the sports that I played began to change. I 

found less interest in baseball and basketball, but I picked up the sport of track and field. 

In baseball, I played outfield because I was fast, and it takes speed to run and catch balls 

that are hit into the outfield. I was also able to use my speed to run bases. However, for 

me to get on a base either the pitcher had to throw four balls outside the strike zone or I 

had to hit the ball. I discovered that hitting the ball was not my best skill. At that point, I 

lost interest in baseball. 

Basketball was and still is a sport that I enjoy. I simply did not put in the time and 

focus needed to be great at it. For a period of time, I was still able to make strides in the 

sport by relying on my natural athletic ability. As I got older the sport became more 

competitive, and my athleticism alone was not sufficient. As a result, I decided to replace 

basketball with a sport that I could undoubtedly excel in and was concurrently beneficial 

to football. In middle school, I began participating in track and field because I could 

improve my speed for football. While, football and track became the sports that I 

participated in throughout high school, football was my primary focus. 

Although sports was a priority for me, academics was just as important to me and 

my parents because we understood that I could not play sports forever, and I needed to 
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have a backup plan. In addition, I saw documentaries of professional athletes who had 

their careers cut short and could not get a job because they did not graduate college. As a 

result of maintaining good behavior in school and achieving in the classroom, my black 

peers often called me a “nerd”, “geek” and a “white boy.” However, the name-calling 

subsided because I was also successful on the football field.  

Despite being called names, I did not allow this to affect me negatively. I knew 

one day that I wanted to play Division I football. To have this opportunity, I would need 

excellent grades coupled with my athletic ability. However, some of my high school 

fellow teammates had a different perspective. My fellow teammates decided not to make 

academics a priority. They planned to rely on their athletic ability to get them to college 

and hopefully to the professional ranks. However, only a few were able to play football at 

the intercollegiate level, so many remained in our hometown. Due to their education 

levels, some resorted to making money illegally and as result they have been in and out 

of jail. Others found work at a manufacturing plant or local restaurant.  

Through my achievement on the football field and in the classroom, I signed to 

play football at Duke University, joining my brother who was a freshman on Duke’s 

football team. At Duke University, I pursued a major that allowed me to merge two 

disciplines called Interdepartmental. The two disciplines I merged were Computer 

Science and Sociology. Many of my Sociology courses focused on race. In these courses, 

I found that frequently, the focus was on blacks in relation to poverty, education and 

delinquency. In addition, I took some elective courses that primarily focused on black 

culture and media. As I completed those courses, I became more interested in the study of 

the black race. I began to pay closer attention to race and often found myself looking for 
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racial ideologies and trends in various outlets of life such as music, politics, news, 

movies, and especially sports. 

As an athlete at Duke, I often found myself surrounded by other athletes from 

different sports teams. I was introduced to field hockey, rowing, fencing, and lacrosse. I 

was glad to have the opportunity to experience sports that were not popular in my 

community. During my undergraduate experience, I also had the occasion to play golf, a 

sport that I did not have much knowledge of, before coming to Duke. My lack of 

knowledge of the aforementioned sports can be attributed to my parents not playing or 

mentioning those sports in the household while I was growing up. One thing that I 

quickly noticed is that the players on those teams were predominantly white. 

Interestingly, Duke’s basketball team, when I reported to campus in 2009, also had 

mostly white players unlike the majority of other schools’ teams that I have seen play 

around the country. Conversely, the racial composition of Duke’s basketball team has 

since reversed, and now it has predominately black players like its football team. While 

observing the racial composition of different sports, I often wondered why blacks limit 

themselves to certain sports. In addition, I pondered why blacks who play those sports 

often find themselves making negative news headlines.  

The two sports, football and basketball, which are made up of predominately 

black players, often find their players making headlines for their contributions on and off 

the playing fields. However, the headlines off the playing field seem to be more often 

negative than positive. Also of note, peoples’ reactions to players’ wrongdoings were not 

always sincere and understanding. It can be argued that black athletes in football and 
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basketball are often labeled as thugs and unintelligent. It can also be asserted that an 

exploitive media preserves this view.  

The scenario of former Stanford University graduate and current Seattle 

Seahawks cornerback Richard Sherman is an example of how society can place black 

athletes “in a box.” When Richard Sherman had an outburst on camera after a 

Championship game, there was an outpouring of prejudiced remarks towards him. This 

outpouring of negative opinion and lack of empathy can make athletes appear as someone 

or something that they are not. As a black athlete, I have experienced and seen similar 

incidents, and I find it very disturbing. My opposition to the challenges that black 

athletes, particularly in football and basketball, have to face and the unequal distribution 

of race among various sports inspired me to investigate the causes of this phenomenon 

and how it is hurting our black youth.  

 

Research 

When it comes to the topic of race in the United States, there are growing pains 

when it involves African Americans becoming central in some avenue of life. When 

blacks acquire a position of governance or excellence, it is often perceived as an 

inexplicable event. For example, the 44th presidential election received more attention 

than the past elections. It can be argued that this was partially due to the skin color of one 

of the candidates. That candidate was Barack Obama, who became the first black 

president. His race found itself at the center of many discussions because blacks have 

been nonexistent in this position. That same reaction and attention has also occurred in 

the realm of sports because blacks have become central in two premier U.S. sports. In this 
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case, race has once again become the focal point, except this time it is in terms of athletic 

achievement. 

Contemporary black football and basketball superstars like LeBron James, 

Michael Jordan, Adrian Peterson, and Calvin Johnson are just a few of the black athletes 

that have excelled at their sport. How is it that they reach elite status? The “nature versus 

nurture” debate in relation to race and sport has been going on quite some time now, but 

the final verdict remains inconclusive. Despite the research that has been floating around 

academia, people outside of that world seem afraid to talk about it. Race is a sensitive 

subject, and the accusation of racism is quickly imposed, especially if the comment or 

gesture comes from someone that is not black. 

Many have believed that nature or genetics is the primary reason for the 

prevalence and distinction of the black athletes in particular sports. I have heard 

outlandish accusations such as blacks having an extra muscle in their calves that allow 

them to jump higher, and that all black people can run fast. Some have gone as far as 

saying blacks are superhuman because of their athletic superiority. Harry Edwards, 

Professor of Sociology, University of California at Berkeley claims, ‘What really is being 

said in a kind of underhanded way is that blacks are closer to beasts and animals in terms 

of their genetic and physical and anatomical make up than they are to the rest of 

humanity. And that's where the indignity comes in’ (qtd. in Entine 3). 

 Certainly, genetics does play a part in athletic achievement in certain sports 

because each sport requires different physical capabilities and genetics cannot be taught 

or developed. For instance, a slow running athlete can be trained to run faster, but he will 

never be fast. Another example is if an athlete is short, he will always be short because it 
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is impossible to make an athlete grow taller after he has reached his growth potential. 

However, genetics will only take an athlete so far because sports also require the 

development of a skill set. Skills must be practiced physically as well as the preparation 

of the mind. Regardless of skin color, it takes hard work and dedication to be great. 

Therefore, genetics does not solely dictate the success of an athlete or his choice of sport.  

The main reason for the curiosity is that blacks have a significantly 

disproportionate representation in football and basketball. For example, blacks represent 

13 percent of the United States population (Rastogi et al. 3), but they account for 67 

percent of the National Football League (NFL) (see Appendix B) and 77 percent in the 

National Basketball Association (NBA) (see Appendix F). Despite blacks having success 

in particular sports, they are often placed in a “win-lose” situation. Strictly speaking, the 

black athletes who participate in sports with predominately black players such as football 

and basketball are more likely to face challenges than blacks in other sports. 

An analysis of the disproportionate number of black players in football and 

basketball will reveal that blacks’ experience of success and high participation rate in 

those sports over others is a result of cultural influences, low socioeconomic status, and 

the fact that blacks, historically, had access to a limited number of sports, more so than 

genetics. Despite, blacks’ success in certain sports, they are faced with many societal 

challenges that are detrimental to the opportunities, perception, and the future of males in 

the black community.
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CHAPTER 2: 
WHERE IT ALL STARTED: INTEGRATION OF 
BLACKS INTO SPORTS 

 Prior to searching for answers to why blacks play certain sports over others or 

what challenges black athletes who play those certain sports face, it is important to 

discover how everything started. This chapter will mainly gather information from the 

book, Sport Ethics, by Angela Lumpkin, Sharon Stoll and Jennifer Beller to discuss the 

racial integration of school systems along with notable historical events and experiences 

of black athletes who lived through the times of extensive segregation and racism from 

grade school to the professional level. Discussing such topics will provide a foundation 

for why black athletes face certain challenges while exposing the key events that led to 

the high number of blacks currently participating in football and basketball. 

 

Black Integration in Schools and Sports 

During the segregation era, blacks and whites attended separate schools. In the 

all-black low economic schools, black boys had limited sports opportunities, but the 

schools managed to offer sports such as football, basketball, baseball, and track. After 

segregation in schools ended and the busing system was adjusted to integrate all races in 

schools, many of the all-black schools closed (Lumpkin, Stoll and Beller 165). 

The formerly all-white schools had more funds compared to the all-black schools. 

As the schools integrated, blacks were able to resume participating in the sports that they 

were already familiar with: baseball, football and basketball, with the addition of up-to-
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date equipment and facilities that only all-white schools could offer (Lumpkin, Stoll and 

Beller 165). As the number of black athletes in those sports increased, the competition 

did as well. As a result, white athletes began to pursue individual sports such as golf, 

tennis and swimming that often required private lessons and facilities. Whites could 

afford to participate in such sports, but blacks could not. The shift to individual sports by 

whites, while blacks continued to pursue the team sports, caused a significant separation 

of race among sports and contributed to the high percentage of blacks on football and 

basketball rosters that are seen today  (Lumpkin, Stoll and Beller 165). 

 

Black Athletes Recruited to Win 

 Despite colleges being integrated for quite some time now, all-black institutions 

or historical black colleges and universities (HBCU) that were very popular during 

segregation, still exist and are popular today. However, the majority of the talented 

athletes go on to play for predominately white institutions at the Division I level. 

Conversely, in the past, blacks who gained access to sports in predominately white 

institutions faced a transition that was not as pleasant or easy as it is today.  

Historically, black athletes who were fortunate enough to be recruited to play at 

predominately white institutions, specifically in the North, had to face racism, prejudicial 

attitudes and segregation such as eating and sleeping separately from their white 

teammates throughout their career. In addition, blacks were sometimes not allowed to 

play when teams from the South refused to play against them (Lumpkin, Stoll and Beller 

166). However, the results of the 1966 National Collegiate Athletics Association 
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(NCAA) basketball championship game served as the turning point of white coaches’ 

perception of black athletes. 

 In this game, Texas Western at El Paso, a predominately black team, defeated the 

all-white University of Kentucky team, and the recruiting of black athletes to play for 

white institutions became a new trend. Institutions used “grant-in-aid” to pay for the 

blacks who were recruited by white coaches in hopes of winning more games because 

that championship game demonstrated that blacks were just as talented, if not more 

talented, than their white counterparts (Lumpkin, Stoll and Beller 166).  

Lumpkin, Stoll and Beller go on to claim that black athletes were required to 

abide by a set of rules that stated that they were prohibited to “date white women, even 

though few African American women were to be found on campus [, and] they were to 

accept without retaliation or comment racial slurs and segregated living and travel 

accommodations” (166). Institutions also neglected the progress of black athletes’ 

academic achievements because schools rarely provided those athletes with the academic 

assistance to help them succeed in the classroom (Lumpkin, Stoll and Beller 166). 

Essentially, black athletes were solely recruited to play at institutions to win games. The 

recruitment of black athletes to play at institutions without the emphasis of sustaining 

academic achievement continues to be an issue in intercollegiate sports (see “The Black 

Athletic Slave” on page 60).  

 

Blacks Break the Color Barrier of Professional Sports 

 Today, black athletes who make it to the professional ranks instantly gain the 

support of loyal fans of all races, and the opportunity to make millions of dollars despite 
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their skin color. In contrast, many legendary black athletes who played professionally 

well before the modern black athletes had an entirely different experience after they were 

granted access to join predominately white professional teams. The black athletes of the 

past certainly paved the way and took on challenges that current black athletes will never 

have to experience. 

 In 1946, Kenny Washington, Woody Strode, Bill Willis, and Marion Motley 

entered the National Football League (NFL) as the only colored players in the league 

(Lumpkin, Stoll and Beller 167). A year later, legend Jackie Robinson became the first 

black to enter the Major League Baseball (MLB), followed by Earl Lloyd, Chuck Cooper 

and Nat “Sweetwater” Clifton breaking the color barrier in the National Basketball 

Association (NBA) in 1950. However, Lloyd was credited with being the first black 

player to play in a game (Lumpkin, Stoll and Beller 167, “Earl Lloyd”). Despite, 

Washington, Strode, Willis, Motley, and Lloyd entering their respective sport as the first 

of their color, they do not currently receive the same level of recognition and honor as 

baseball legend Jackie Robinson still receives today.   

Although, Robinson got into MLB and opened doors for other black players, he 

and the others still had to endure racism, segregation from their white teammates as well 

as physical and verbal abuse from fans and opponents. However, Robinson and the other 

black players could not retaliate without jeopardizing their jobs (Lumpkin, Stoll and 

Beller 167).   

As racism, segregation and prejudice attitudes waned, and black talent continued 

to enter the professional sports world, black athletes were still at a disadvantage 

compared to their white counterparts. Disadvantages ranged from receiving lower salaries 
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than their white counterparts of the same caliber to teams limiting the number of blacks 

on their rosters to satisfy the predominately white fans (Lumpkin, Stoll and Beller 167).  

Lumpkin, Stoll and Beller define the system that “limited [the] number of minorities 

[that] could play at one time” as a concept called a quota system. In this system, a black 

athlete with average talent would most likely lose his roster spot to a white counterpart 

(170).  The quota system was not only enforced on the professional level, but also on the 

interscholastic and intercollegiate level (Lumpkin, Stoll and Beller 170). 

 The quota system practiced by teams several decades ago may have limited 

opportunities for black athletes then, but it is evident that such a system no longer exists 

as football and basketball rosters are full of black athletes. Thanks to the integration of 

schools and legendary black athletes like Jackie Robinson, who took a leap of faith into a 

predominantly white sports world full of racism and continued to play the game despite 

the unethical circumstances they endured. These factors are responsible for giving blacks 

today the opportunity and freedom to participate in sports like football and basketball 

without having to experience the level of hardships that Robinson and others had to face. 

In all, blacks have persevered, and as a result they have become the dominant race in 

football and basketball. The next chapter will provide the numbers to support the claim 

that blacks dominate football and basketball. 
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CHAPTER 3:  
BY THE NUMBERS 

 The previous chapter discussed some of the key historical moments of blacks 

being integrated into intercollegiate and professional sports that, at the time, were open to 

only white players. In other words, at one point in time the number of blacks playing 

intercollegiate or professional sports of football, basketball and baseball was zero. 

However, blacks gradually gained access to those sports. For instance, Earl Lloyd and 

two other black players entered the National Basketball Association (NBA) in 1950 as 

the first black players, meaning that there were only three at that time (“Earl Lloyd”). In 

the mid-1960s, the number of black players increased to representing 20 percent while 

that of whites was 80 percent (Entine 19). As blacks continued to push themselves into 

the NBA as well as the National Football League (NFL), the dominant race of those 

sports began to also change. 

Today, in terms of numbers, blacks dominate the sports of football and basketball. 

In contrast, whites remain dominant in baseball, and with the rise in the number of Latino 

players the gap between black and whites is not getting any closer. Instead blacks, who 

have never had supremacy in the sport, have begun to shy away from baseball. This 

chapter will analyze the research documented in the Racial and Gender Report Card 

(RGRC) published by The Institute for Diversity and Ethics in Sport (TIDES) that shows 

the racial trends and the number of players by race in football, basketball and baseball 

among players and staff at the intercollegiate and professional levels (“Who We Are”). 

Using that data along with already knowing that blacks represent 13 percent of the United 
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States population (Rastogi et al. 3), this chapter will argue that blacks have a 

disproportionate representation in sports. 

 

Intercollegiate Sports 

TIDES formulated their 2013 College Sport Racial and Gender Report Card 

(CSRGRC) based on statistics gathered from the National Collegiate Athletics 

Association (NCAA) (Lapchick et al., “2013 RGRC College Sport” 2). I will use 

CSRGRC data to analyze players by race for football, basketball and baseball at the 

intercollegiate level from 1991 to 2013 (see Appendix A). In addition, I will discuss the 

impact that the “one and done” rule has had on the percentage of black players in 

intercollegiate basketball. 

 

NCAA Football 

 According to the data in the 2013 CSRGRC, during the 2012 – 2013 season 42.7 

percent of players in Division I football were black while 45.4 percent were white. 

Despite the numbers being close, whites have exceeded the black percentile every year 

since 1991 except for the 1996 - 1997 year (see Appendix A). However, it is important 

not to declare whites as the dominant race in intercollegiate football because Division I 

has multiple levels, and TIDES documented numbers for all of Division I players. 

The NCAA has two levels of Division I with the highest level of Division I being 

Division I-A (currently known as Football Bowl Subdivision (FBS)), followed by 

Division I-AA. On the FBS level, blacks constitute 54.4 percent while whites make up 

41.7 percent (Lapchick et al., “2013 RGRC College Sport” 5). The FBS level has the 
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highest level of talent and is the ultimate level at which most serious athletes, regardless 

of race, wish to play.  

 

NCAA Basketball 

 Unlike football, players of one race dominate intercollegiate basketball. During 

the 2012 – 2013, season blacks dominated whites in representation, 55.7 to 29 percent. 

Every year from 1991 to 2013, the black population has been at least 20 percent greater 

than that of whites (see Appendix A). The drastic difference in the numbers leaves no 

doubt of black athletes dominating the sport of basketball. 

 In addition, the numbers also demonstrate an increase in the black population 

after the implementation of the “one and done” rule. The “one and done” rule that was 

enforced after the 2006 draft class states that basketball athletes have to attend at least 

one year of college before turning professional (Medcalf). Subsequent to that rule, the 

population of black players increased from 58.9 to 60.4 percent and remained constant 

for the following year. In addition, 60.4 percent was the highest percentage of blacks 

since the 1991 – 1992 year (see Appendix A). Though my claim that the “one and done” 

rule increased the number of black players in intercollegiate basketball solely comes from 

analyzing the statistical data before and after the “one and done” rule was implemented, 

there is visual evidence that the rule undoubtedly forced black athletes with professional 

talent to play at least one year at the intercollegiate level. 

The Duke University men’s basketball team could be an example of the impact of 

the rule change as the racial composition of its team has changed tremendously in recent 

years. Duke was once known for its predominately white teams that consisted of role 
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players who were not quite “one and done” caliber players, but instead were more likely 

to stay in school until their years of eligibility were exhausted rather than go pro early. 

Despite not having “one and done” caliber players Duke managed to win the National 

Championship in 2010. However, since the National Championship team, I have 

witnessed a complete makeover of Duke’s team. 

The team that won the 2010 National Championship was composed of only 4 

(counting Seth Curry, who was ineligible to participate due to transfer rules) black 

players out of the 14 total roster spots. After the 2010 season, Duke’s recruiting has taken 

a different approach as it has had a “one and done” player every year. In addition, the 

most evident change that I noticed is the increase in the number of black players. For 

instance, among the 2013 – 2014 Duke basketball team, 10 out of 14 players were black. 

That is six more black players than the 2010 Championship team. This (2014 – 2015) 

year, 9 out of 13 players are black, and Duke starters this season have been consistently 

all black players. 

Duke is not the only team for which the “one and done” rule has changed the 

identity of its roster. To compete for championships many other teams have also begun 

recruiting such players. Therefore, a change in racial demographics of some other teams 

like Duke may occur as well.  

 

NCAA Baseball 

 Baseball has trended in the opposite direction as many blacks have strayed away 

from the sport. According to Appendix A, in the year 2013, black players participated in 

intercollegiate baseball at a rate of 2.6 percent while whites did so at a rate of 84.2. The 
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highest percentage of black intercollegiate baseball players was 6.9 percent in year 2001 

– 2002.  Although the number of blacks decreased, Latinos seemed to have picked up the 

slack. During the year 2007 – 2008, Latinos surpassed the black representation for the 

third time since 1991 and remained atop through the 2012 –2013 year (see Appendix A). 

Given the extremely low representation of blacks and the rise of Latino players, blacks’ 

participation in intercollegiate baseball is almost nonexistent. 

 

Professional Sports 

 One way to classify an athlete as being successful is whether he makes it to the 

professional ranks, and in terms of a racial analysis of this success, getting the 

opportunity to play professionally does not come as often for white athletes compared to 

those that are black. For example, Jon Entine argues in his book, Taboo, that blacks have 

a 1 in 4,000 chance of playing in the National Basketball Association (NBA) while white 

athletes have a 1 in 90,000 probability (19). Given that blacks have a higher probability 

of playing in the NBA compared to whites, does that mean that blacks have a high 

representation in the NBA? TIDES research answers this question in their 2014 Racial 

and Gender Report Card (RGRC). In the report, TIDES separately breaks down and 

reports the racial population of professional football, basketball and baseball ranging 

from the year 1989 to 2014 (see Appendices B – G). 

 

National Football League 

After examining the statistical data on race in intercollegiate football, no 

significant difference was found between the representation of whites and blacks. 
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However, the statistics of the National Football League (NFL) are different. According to 

TIDES, in 2013 blacks represented 67.3 percent of players while whites accounted for 31 

percent. The lowest percentage of blacks between the years of 1990 and 2013 was 61 

percent, and the highest for whites was 39 percent with both statistics coming from the 

year of 1990 (see Appendix B). Based on those numbers compared to the intercollegiate 

numbers, blacks also have a greater chance of going to the NFL than whites. 

 

National Football League: Racial Stacking  

TIDES took its research another step by examining the racial composition of each 

position of the National Football League (NFL). TIDES data explores the phenomenon of 

“stacking” (Lumpkin, Stoll and Beller 170) by providing statistical data (see Appendices 

C – E) that demonstrates that not only the number of blacks in select sports are notably 

high, but also in specific positions (see “Racial Stacking” on page 37).  

 Although blacks have a high representation in the NFL, they are not dominant in 

every position on the field. Based on the 2014 RGRC research, blacks have a low 

percentage of players playing the kicker and punter position on special teams, and the 

quarterback and center position on offense compared to that of whites. Those positions 

have the vital role of being the primary caregivers of the football that are essential to 

scoring points during competition. However, the numbers prove that blacks dominate the 

entire defensive side of the ball in terms of each position. The 2014 RGRC offers detailed 

statistical data to prove these claims (see Appendices C – E). 

As reported by the 2014 RGRC, in 1998 blacks represented only 8 percent of 

quarterbacks. Black quarterbacks increased to 17 percent in 2013, but whites dominated 
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the position with an 82 percent representation (see Appendix C). The increase of black 

quarterbacks is a result of them becoming a hot commodity for teams because they are 

perceived to have dual-threat capabilities meaning they have the ability to run and throw 

the football. However, the dual-threat title is often given to black quarterbacks regardless 

if they can run well or not because of the stereotype that all blacks can run fast. 

Likewise, blacks are underrepresented at the center position, accounting for 11 

percent in 2013 while whites accounted for 89 percent (see Appendix C). As for the 

kicker and punter position, the percentage of blacks did not exceed 2 percent between 

2010 and 2013 season while whites were 97 percent or more (see Appendix D).  

However, blacks dominate the running back and wide receiver positions. In 2013, blacks 

accounted for 83 and 84 percent of the participants for those two positions compared to 

whites who represented 15 and 14 percent (see Appendix C). 

 In contrast, on the defensive side of the ball, blacks are dominant in every 

position. TIDES’ data only goes as far back as 1998, and blacks have represented the 

majority at each defensive position since that time. However, the most intriguing position 

is cornerback because whites accounted for 0 percent in 2013 (see Appendix E). The 

positions on the defensive side of the football compared to those of the offense and 

special teams (i.e. kicker and punter) are the complete opposite in terms of the 

predominant race.  

 

National Basketball Association 

 The numbers in the National Basketball Association (NBA) have a direct 

correlation with intercollegiate basketball. Unsurprisingly, blacks are the majority on 
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NBA rosters. In the year 2012 – 2013, blacks accounted for 77 percent of the NBA while 

whites represented 19.5. The white representation in the year 2012 – 2013 was an 8.5 

percent decrease from its highest percentage in the year of 1990 – 1991. The decline of 

whites did not seem to occur until international players began to be accounted for in the 

year of 2003 – 2004. The percentage of international players trailed closely behind whites 

for a number of years until the year 2012 – 2013 when the percentage of international 

players surpassed that of whites, 20.6 to 19.5 percent (see Appendix F). As a result of the 

data, it is safe to conclude that basketball is the ideal sport for blacks, at all levels.  

 

Major League Baseball 

 The correlation between intercollegiate and professional baseball is similar to that 

of basketball because the same conclusion can be argued when attempting to predict the 

racial composition on the professional level based on the representation of a given race at 

the intercollegiate level.  In other words, due to the notably low representation of blacks 

in intercollegiate baseball, Major League Baseball (MLB) will have a similar 

representation of blacks as well.  

In 2014, the report indicates that blacks represented 8.2 percent, whites 60.9, and 

Latinos 28.4 of MLB players. The percentage of blacks in MLB declined from 17 percent 

to 8.2 between 1990 and 2014 (see Appendix G). In contrast to basketball and football, 

baseball is the clear-cut sport for whites with Latinos on the rise. Though baseball has 

become a sport for a variety of races, it needs to make some changes to its structure (see 

“The Decline of Baseball” on page 39) if it wants blacks to have a significant part in its 

diversified image.   
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CHAPTER 4:  
WHY DO WE PLAY CERTAIN SPORTS?	  

Based on the statistics examined in the previous chapter, “By the Numbers,” 

blacks make up the majority of participants in football and basketball, but are in the 

minority of baseball. Regardless of what the numbers are now, the numbers were at zero 

because of racial segregation. Now that sports have been integrated for quite some time, 

the representation of blacks participating in football and basketball continues to be high, 

while the numbers in baseball, though they were never as high as football and basketball, 

have drastically declined. That leads to the question of why the number of black athletes 

in those sports is so much greater than that of other sports. 

There are a number of reasons for the high representation of black athletes that 

include cultural, sociological and psychological influences. These influences all play a 

role in the high participation rate as well as the success of blacks in football and 

basketball. The wide range of influences that has resulted in the phenomenon continues to 

trickle down generation to generation amongst the black community. This chapter will 

discuss the cultural, sociological and psychological influences that contribute to the high 

participation rate and success of the black athletes in the sports of football and basketball. 

In addition, the chapter will explore why blacks have begun to move away from the sport 

of baseball despite its great opportunities. 
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Geographic Location 

 Where black athletes live and grow up has a major impact on sports preference 

and participation because certain sports are not offered in some states. For instance, 

hockey and lacrosse (although lacrosse is rapidly growing throughout the United States) 

are more popular in Northern states than Southern states. According to the 2010 Census 

Bureau report on the black population in the United States, 56.5 percent of the people 

who classified themselves as “only black” lived in the South while only 16.8 percent 

lived in the Northeast (Rastogi et al. 7). 

Based on that statistic, the majority of blacks were never introduced to sports like 

hockey and lacrosse because the popularity and the existence of those sports are not high 

in the Southern states where the majority of the black population in the United States 

lives. Therefore, the geographic location of the majority of blacks and the geographic 

range of the sport itself also plays a significant role in sports participation.  

 

Socioeconomic Status 

 A family’s socioeconomic status also plays a significant role in what sport a child 

participates in because playing sports comes with a price. The cost to participate in a 

sport varies from sport to sport, and for black communities money can be an issue. 

According to the 2013 Census Bureau Report, blacks are leading all other races with 27.2 

percent poverty rate followed by Hispanics with a 23.5 percent, and white non-Hispanics 

finishing with the lowest rate of 9.6 percent (DeNavas-Walt and Proctor 12 - 13). The 

more expensive sports such as hockey, golf and lacrosse can be quickly eliminated from 
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the list of possible sports that black athletes’ can play because they cannot afford to 

participate. 

 

Cost to Play 

As a result of the low economic status of blacks, black athletes are more likely to 

participate and excel in sports like football and basketball because those two sports are 

more athleticism-based (e.g., run, jump, etc.), and require little to no equipment or money 

for the athletes to hone their skills. Therefore, these two sports can also be practiced in 

the backyard, which prevents the athletes from having to worry about the hassle and cost 

of finding transportation and paying to play on the sports’ playing field.  

The cost efficient sport of basketball only requires a ball and a goal to practice 

shots, which are not expensive, especially if the goal is created from scrap. For instance, I 

had a friend who created a basketball goal that was nailed to a tree. He used an old bike 

rim as the rim and a piece of scrap wood with a painted square for the backboard.  

As for football, the equipment that is primarily needed is a ball. Flag football has 

become popular for adolescents due to the increase in concussions and mental issues that 

have been occurring in the sport because of the extent of contact that occurs. Since there 

is limited contact in flag football, equipment is not required, but skills can be gained 

through play. However, in the regular (i.e. contact) sport of football, equipment is 

required to participate.  

Equipment is only necessary at the youth level (i.e. ages 8 – 12) because when the 

athletes reach the junior high school level and above, the equipment is usually provided. 

However, the quality of the equipment could be a reflection of the financial status and 
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location of the school. At the youth level, the equipment needed for football is cleats, 

pads and a helmet. According to estimated numbers on livestrong.com, the total cost of 

football equipment (e.g. shoulder pads, pads, helmet, jersey and pants) for a youth 

football player would be around $132 for brand new equipment (Clark). Equipment can 

also be bought used or passed down from another athlete who no longer needs it. 

Depending how fast a child grows, he could use the same equipment up until the junior 

high school level. Therefore, if the child can use the same equipment more than one year, 

the family will be getting more “bang for the buck.” The same can be done for the more 

expensive sports like lacrosse and golf, but the equipment costs are well above those for 

football and basketball.  

Now let us examine the more expensive sports that have a low representation of 

black athletes such as lacrosse and golf. Ian Somerville, the owner of the sporting good 

store, Play It Again Sports, in Novi, Michigan, claimed that the average cost of lacrosse 

equipment ranges from $295 to $440. Those prices include helmet, pads from shoulder to 

waist, cleats, stick, and miscellaneous items such as bags and mouth guard (Geldis). The 

price range is based on the brand and quality of the equipment. The cost to participate in 

lacrosse is about double the cost to play football. 

Golf, on the other hand, requires not only equipment, but also a course to play on. 

Writer P.J. Chass for golflink.com noted that the cost of a basic starter and junior set 

starts around $200, which includes woods, irons, and a putter. However, equipment from 

top manufacturers can range from $600 to $2,300. As far as apparel goes the prices can 

vary from $5 to $25 for gloves and $50 to $200 for footwear. Golf is one of those sports 

that a player must travel to a course in order to practice his skill. Playing on a course 
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requires a fee each time. Fees vary by location, time of the day and week, motor cart 

rental and the players’ choice of the 9-hole or 18-hole. The cost of the 9-hole course can 

be as low as $5 to $10 while the 18-hole course can range from $25 to $150 or more 

(Chass). The fees that golfers have to pay every time they want to play or work on their 

skills on a course can be significant.  

 

Getting to the Money 

Not only does the cost to participate in a sport play a role in blacks’ sports 

preference, but the payoff of that sport does as well. The idea of younger athletes 

growing up with the dream of making it to the big leagues is not much of a surprise. If 

they are fortunate to make it professionally, they will be rewarded a substantial amount of 

money. According to Frank Doyle of Sports Interaction, the average salary for a 

professional football player is $1.9 million while basketball’s average is $5.15 million 

(Doyle). Making that amount of money would easily help an athlete with getting his 

family out of a financial bind, if that happens to be the case.  

However, before athletes can start making money in the professional ranks, they 

must attend college and fulfill the requirements needed to be eligible to turn professional 

in that particular sport. Paying for college can be beyond some black families’ budgets. I 

have heard many black parents tell their children that they need to play a sport and get a 

scholarship because they cannot afford to pay for them to go to college. For this reason, 

sport choice is important because not all sports offer full scholarships, and there is a limit 

on those that do.  
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The best perk about playing the sport of football or basketball is that both sports 

offer full athletic scholarships at the Division I National Collegiate Athletics Association 

(NCAA) level. Therefore, those athletes will also have the opportunity to receive a free 

education. In terms of scholarship numbers, basketball and football have the two highest 

allotments of all other sports offered on the Division I level. Basketball teams are allotted 

thirteen scholarships while football is allowed 85 (“College Athletic Scholarships”). 

Based on the scholarship numbers, football and basketball are the best options for blacks, 

especially those who fall in the low-income bracket. Despite the limited number of 

scholarships, as long as adolescent blacks continue to see other black athletes play on the 

college level and go on to play professional, they will have hopes and dreams of 

following in their footsteps. 

 

As Seen on TV 

 When the television is turned on and tuned into sports competition, the 

disproportionate number of athletes by race across various sports is evident. Our youth, 

who watch sports, pay more attention to race than most think. Children become aware of 

racial difference as early as preschool (qtd. in Harrison and Harrison 40). However, 

family along with the environment in which the children are raised can have a heavy 

influence on which sports they watch and their perception of race. In addition, those 

influences can lead children to favor athletes that they relate to the most, with the most 

identifiable characteristic being skin color. Due to the high participation rate and success 

of blacks in football and basketball, there is a greater chance that black children will 

choose an athlete from those sports to be their role model. 
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Media Marketability 

Athletes on both the collegiate and professional level have become superstar role 

models. Professional athletes have the upper hand because collegiate athletes are not 

marketed to the same extent due to National Collegiate Athletic Association’s (NCAA) 

strict rules concerning marketing of athletes. Professional football and basketball are 

notorious for the marketing of their athletes. With the help of media, those star athletes’ 

success on and off the field or court are exposed to the public eye through commercials, 

magazines, social media networks, billboards and other entities of media sources to the 

extent that it is difficult to avoid the public’s eye. Even personal information such as 

salary, signing bonuses, purchases and unbelievable endorsements deals like Kevin 

Durant’s new mega Nike deal are made available to the public. According to ESPN, 

Durant’s deal could be worth as much as $300 million at the end of his contract (Rovell 

and Stein).  

When black kids see the success of black athletes, they gain confidence that there 

is hope for them. As a result, they often try to imitate these athletes, from style of play 

such as NBA point guard Allen Iverson’s crossover dribble to routine gestures like NFL 

wide receiver Victor Cruz’s salsa dance after he scores a touchdown. Such gestures, 

when broadcast by the media, have become trademarks for those athletes. 

Not only has media exploited the success of black athletes, but also the struggle 

some of them had to endure prior to their professional careers. The media has recorded 

many stories on black athletes, who were raised in the “hood”1 and poverty, but were able 

to overcome those difficult circumstances after making it professionally. For example, 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
1	  Hood refers to a low-income neighborhood or area that is full of crimes, drugs, and violence.	  
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Oakland Raiders’ wide receiver James Jones, who signed a three-year, $11.3 million 

contract this past offseason, lived in and out of shelters from age 8 to 14 with his mother 

and sister (Brown). Now, he can afford to support his family as well as give back to his 

community.  

James Jones evidently grew up without a father figure in his life, a situation to 

which many black children can relate. According to a 2012 Census Bureau report, 55 

percent of blacks live with one parent, and during a separation or divorce, the mother 

usually gains custody of the children making single-mother-led households the dominant 

living arrangement (Vespa, Lewis, and Kreider 2, 6). In such cases, boys often look 

elsewhere for male role models. While boys may not be able to interact personally with 

Jones, he is the type of role model that young black athletes can idolize and follow 

through the media. Seeing “rags to riches” stories of black athletes provide adolescent 

black athletes with some motivation and faith that they can be successful despite their 

circumstance. The book, Sport Ethics, notes, “African American males may practice their 

sport skills more diligently because they are rewarded with status and because they see 

sport as a ticket to a better way of life” (Lumpkin, Stoll, and Beller 169). Black athletes’ 

hard work and dedication to improve their skills so that they can perform at a high level 

is one of the key reasons why black athletes are successful at their sport.  

Conversely, children are not born with a life goal and the determination to 

become a successful athlete. Instead, they are introduced and often encouraged to play 

sports at a young age. A study conducted by Sohaila Shakib and Philip Veliz concluded 

that “African American families encourage their youth [in sports] more than families in 

other ethnic groups, but it does not appear that they encourage their youth any more than 
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the larger society does” (311). In other words, when compared to other races, young 

black athletes are encouraged to play sports by everyone regardless of kinship. 

 

Positive Reinforcement 

Black children are encouraged to participate in sports for several reasons. One 

reason is that some black households take pride in the tradition of the members of the 

family participating in sports and want to ensure that athleticism continues in the family 

and flourishes. In such case, children are generally introduced to the sports early on by 

family members with the anticipation of the children following in their footsteps. Other 

reasons for the extra encouragement could range from ensuring that children are living a 

healthy lifestyle to simply utilizing their natural athleticism in the world of sports. 

However, I believe that the main reason for black youth being encouraged to play sports 

is, to keep them out of trouble.  

Based on the Office of Juvenile and Delinquency Prevention’s statistics, the 

Violent Crime Index2 in 2011 for persons ages 10 – 17 claims that the number of arrests 

of blacks was 627, whites was 125, American Indian was 105, and Asian was the lowest 

at 41 arrests. (“Juvenile Arrest Rate”). With such a high arrest rate, encouraging black 

youth to play sport will occupy some of their free time and energy that they might use in 

troubling activities.  

The encouragement of blacks to play sports has been documented by the media 

and shown all over the world. A documentary by Bryant Gumbel of HBO’s Real Sports 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
2 “The Violent Crime Index includes the offenses of murder and non-negligent manslaughter, 
forcible rape, robbery, and aggravated assault” (“Juvenile Arrest Rate”). 
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went behind the scenes of a Pop Warner football team, the Watts Bears. The Watts Bears 

are located in Watts, the inner city of Los Angeles, California. The coaches of the team 

are not your ordinary coaches. The Watts Bears’ coaches are officers of the Los Angeles 

Police Department. The officers took on the task of trying to help save the children of a 

small community where they are surrounded by drugs, gangs and violence, and are often 

taught to view the police as the enemy. They went door to door, trying to persuade 

parents to trust them, and allow their children to play on their team. After a rough start, 

the officers were able to establish a team that is still playing today (HBO Sports, “The 

Watts Bears”). 

One of the members of the predominately black, Watts Bears, Dreveion Brown, 

was interviewed about his experience, and it appears the program is meeting its objective. 

In the interview Brown said that he no longer views the police as the bad guys or 

coaches; instead he sees each of them as a parent or his dad, who teaches him right from 

wrong. In addition, when asked what he was inspired to be when he grew up, and he 

replied that he either wanted to be a famous rapper or football player (HBO Sports, “The 

Watts Bears Web Extra”). It may seem odd that he mentions he wants to be a rapper, a 

career entirely different from being a professional athlete, but the two careers are more 

related than they appear. 

 

Black Entertainment and Sports 

Watts Bears’ player Dreveion Brown was asked to show off his rap skills after he 

mentioned to the interviewer that one of his career goals was to be a rapper; he showed 

off his rap skills to the interviewer (HBO Sports, “The Watts Bears Web Extra”).  
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However, some may find it to be interesting that he mentions a sport and entertainment as 

career choices. What is the correlation between being a player in a sport and a rapper in 

the black entertainment business?  

One of the main similarities between sport and music careers is that a professional 

athlete like a music artist can bypass a degree of education (i.e. declare to turn 

professional without completion of a college degree), avoiding the negative stereotype of 

blacks being seen as unintelligent, while still having the opportunity to get paid a 

significant amount of money to buy whatever he desires. In addition, like music, sport is 

also a form of art, and art is an activity that exemplifies self-expression, which blacks 

often put significant effort into because it offers them more “stylistic” freedom (qtd. in 

Harrison and Harrison 42). Black athletes also used their freedom of expression to their 

advantage and come up with style of dress, gestures and signature moves that separate 

blacks from whites because most whites could not imitate their expressions (Majors 18).  

Rap music follows the same rubric, and it is evident by the rarity of white rappers.  

Researchers Louis Harrison and C. Keith Harrison make an interesting 

comparison between blacks’ perception of the career as a rap artist and an athlete in their 

article, “African American Racial Identity: Theory and Application to Education, Race, 

and Sport in American.” They question “if identities are narrow and monolithic for 

African American children (especially boys) inside the vacuum of sport – then how might 

these same perceptions affect their outside sport (hence reiterating a narrow sport 

choice)” (Harrison and Harrison 41). In other words, they are analyzing the correlation 

between blacks’ limited preferences of sports with the desirability of becoming rappers as 
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the ultimate alternative if sports do not work out. The researchers made their research 

more in-depth by incorporating other studies to find an answer to their question.  

One of the studies that Harrison and Harrison used to strengthen their argument is 

in “Violent Attitudes and Deferred Academic Aspirations: Deleterious Effects of 

Exposure to Rap Music” by James D. Johnson, Lee Anderson Jackson, and Leslie Gatto. 

Johnson et al. conducted a study on how rap music videos affect the perception of blacks. 

The results showed that after watching the music video, the black subjects had “a greater 

desire to be like the materialistic young man who did not go to college” (qtd. in Harrison 

and Harrison 42). Growing up, I always heard about how important going to college and 

getting a degree was if you wanted to get a good job that pays well. The chance of some 

blacks attending college becomes very unlikely for financial reasons, or because 

education is simply not a priority. As a result, they are left to find another way to become 

successful. The fact that blacks in the study found the video to be desirable is reasonable. 

Given the high percentage of blacks in the lower socioeconomic class, most cannot afford 

the finer items in life such as cars, clothes and jewelry that are common in the typical rap 

video. Seeing other blacks having the ability acquire such items without attending college 

is influential. Based on the results of the music study, Harrison and Harrison were able to 

draw a correlation between the music industry and blacks’ perception of the sports world. 

Overall, blacks place a limit on the choices that they have outside the sports world 

resembling the same limit that they place on sports in relation to sport preference (42). 

Blacks view music and sports as positive entities that are not only a more efficient way to 

express themselves freely, but also to gain a positive identity and social mobility in a 

world of racial limitations. 
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Second Chances Do Not Come Often 

Despite racial limitations, black athletes who have found success in their sport 

have also been granted privileges that most average (i.e. non-athletes) blacks wished they 

had. One, they can maintain their “blackness” without having to worry much about 

displaying society’s ideal professional image. Those black athletes have the freedom to 

act and dress the way they want without being afraid of losing their job or trying to 

camouflage their true identity to get a job. However, black athletes’ actions often have 

landed them in legal troubles that carry consequences that would have ended the average 

black person’s career or even life. Instead, due to fame, money and the way sports 

industries operate, many black athletes have been granted a second chance at one point in 

their playing career. 

Take current Carolina Panthers Quarterback Cameron Newton, New York Jets 

Quarterback Michael Vick and former NFL Wide receiver Donte Stallworth, for 

example. Newton was arrested and dismissed from the University of Florida for stealing a 

laptop, and went to a junior college to play. The following year he signed with Auburn 

University where he won an NCAA national championship and was picked number one 

in the NFL draft. Vick on the other hand was active in a dogfighting ring during which 

hundreds of dogs were killed. As a consequence, Vick filed bankruptcy and served two 

years in prison, but was reinstated into the NFL. Stallworth like Vick was also reinstated 

into the NFL after serving a prison sentence. Stallworth hit and killed a pedestrian while 

driving drunk and was only sentenced to thirty days and a lifetime license ban.  

These black athletes are only a few of many that have made bad choices and were 

granted another opportunity to play again. Many blacks grew up in unfortunate living 
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conditions where they may have gained some bad habits. Despite their situation, they 

know through sports they still can have a successful career in an industry that is not 

biased towards the type of environment that a person was raised in, and if they 

individually make a mistake, there is a good probability that they will get a second 

chance in a society and justice system that many blacks today feel are against them. 

 

Masculine Nature of Sports 

While identity in terms of race has influenced black athletes and sports, the 

concept of masculinity is also important. When the superstar role models, who younger 

black males idolize, are shown to the public through media, it is usually not in a feminine 

manner. Off the playing field, not all athletes portray a hyper-masculine identity, but due 

to the nature of the sports they play, their culturally defined manliness is exposed more 

during play. In other words, some sports give black youth an avenue to portray 

masculinity, but the extent depends on the nature of the sport.  

The nature of sports is determined by its physicality and the speed at which the 

players play the game. Most importantly, depending on the level of contact, sports are 

classified as more or less masculine. In this case, football and basketball are considered to 

be masculine sports. Males are usually the gender that participates in these masculine 

sports. 

Are masculine sports the only way for black males to show their masculinity? 

Author Richard Majors’ contribution to the book, African Americans in Sports: 

Contemporary Themes, claims that “many black males have accepted the definitions, 

standards, and norms of dominant social definitions of masculinity (being the 
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breadwinner, having strength, and dominating women),” but society has put blacks at a 

disadvantage in gaining the various traits that constitute masculinity because they have 

limited access to entities such as education, jobs, and institutional power (16 -17). Due to 

these limitations blacks have inadequate options for affirming their masculinity.  

Therefore, many blacks find themselves living the street life3 to show their 

masculinity, which usually leads them to doing jail time and community service. 

Opportunely, blacks have found success through participating in sports, which is a legal 

activity that displays masculinity. In order for black males to gain the masculine identity 

that is encouraged by America’s society, the sports of football and basketball have 

become their primary outlet. 

 

Self-Perception and Stereotypes 

 Involvement in sports goes beyond what the naked eye can see. Although race has 

a major influence on participation and success in sports, the psychological state or how 

the athletes feel about a particular situation also plays an important role. For instance, 

there are many stereotypes that steer black athletes away from particular sports and make 

them feel as though they are not equipped with the proper attributes to succeed at those 

sports.  

Societal views have created not only stereotypes for black athletes, but also 

sports. Some sports, as well as specific positions of a sport, are said to require certain 

attributes such as intelligence or athletic ability in order to be successful. If those who 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
3 Street life is a lifestyle that involves participation in illegal activities such as gangs, drugs, 
violence and other activities to prove masculinity or gain wealth. 
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participate are victims of stereotypes that don’t correlate with the stereotype of the sport 

or position, it can be detrimental to the athletes’ performance. For example, the 

quarterback position in the National Football League (NFL) is a position that requires 

players to have certain abilities such as the ability to think quickly under pressure, 

understand defenses, and thoroughly memorize the playbook to know what everyone on 

the field is supposed to be doing. Playing the quarterback position is not an easy job, and 

the athlete must be mentally sharp to be successful. One of the most popular stereotypes 

of black athletes is that they are not intelligent. As a result, when blacks are put into 

situations or positions that require intelligence and are predominately fulfilled by whites 

such as the quarterback position, they may begin to feel pressured and become self-

conscious. This type of anxiety is an example of stereotype threat.   

 

Stereotype Threat 

Stone et al. studied how stereotype threat affects the athletic performance of black 

and white athletes in the sport of golf. According to their findings, stereotype threat 

occurs when “the threat of confirming a negative stereotype about one’s racial identity 

creates anxiety and self-doubt in the target individual” (1225). The study framed the sport 

of golf using as series of tests that identified the sport as requiring either “sports 

intelligence” or “natural athletic ability.” The results showed that blacks underperformed 

when golf was framed as a sport that required intelligence while white participants did 

not perform well when the sport was framed as needing natural athletic ability (Stone et 

al. 1213).  The study shows that performance has more to do with your psychological 

state and less with skin color or ability. In other words, the mind is a powerful thing, and 
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once you tell yourself you cannot do something, you will not perform well. In addition, 

when athletes do not perform well they are more likely to lose their passion for that sport. 

When such events occur, black athletes are less likely to pursue the sport or a specific 

position of that sport, and if they are already playing the sport they will also be less likely 

to continue if the sport or position they occupy carries negative stereotypes that are 

associated with the black race.  

 

Racial Stacking 

Segregation in sports is far in the past, and blacks are dominant in the sports 

world of football and basketball. However, segregation still exists when it comes to 

specific positions in those sports. Previously in chapter three (i.e. By the Numbers) of this 

paper, statistical data was provided to support the disproportionate numbers of a given 

race for specific positions. In the book, Sport Ethics, Angela Lumpkin, Sharon Stoll and 

Jennifer Beller refer to the disproportionate number of blacks in specific positions as 

“position allocation” or “stacking” (170).  

What causes stacking to occur? Stacking is a concept that occurs in sports for a 

number of reasons. Lumpkin, Stoll, and Beller explain some of those reasons in their 

book:  

(1) Racist stereotypes about the physical, social, and 
personality attributes of athletes; (2) racial discrimination 
that keeps some athletes from leadership, responsibility, 
and authority roles; (3) an economic assumption that 
athletes of color from lower socioeconomic groups do not 
have access to training and facilities needed to develop 
certain position-related skills; (4) self-selection by athletes 
of color into positions in which they perceive they have the 
greatest chance to achieve success; (5) the possibility that 
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athletes of color choose to emulate those of their race, who 
have historically played only in certain positions; and (6) a 
residual prejudicial attitude that African Americans excel 
only at reactive positions. (Lumpkin, Stoll and Beller 170) 
 
 

After reading Lumpkin, Stoll, and Beller’s explanations for stacking, you may 

find that I have previously or will later mention some of the same explanations for sports 

in general. In addition, all of the explanations revolve around the athletes being of color 

or in other words, black.  

 

Black Power in Sports 

To experience some of the stereotypes and challenges that black athletes face, the 

athletes must first psychologically identify themselves as black. Identity has a significant 

impact on how one perceives the world, self, and sport. Being born black comes with 

consequences. Although I previously discussed the impact that socioeconomic status has 

on the sports preference of blacks, it does not appear to be their main concern. A study 

conducted by T.J. Durant Jr. and K.H. Sparrow found that blacks find race to be more 

important than social class because they feel as though race is the determining factor for 

the opportunities and limitations that they are given (qtd. in Harrison and Harrison 43).   

Blacks are automatically labeled with negative stereotypes perpetuated by society, but it 

appears that we have found a way out.  

Researchers Harrison and Harrison also states that “in a society in which both 

blatant and subliminal messages communicate negative images of African Americans, 

African American adolescents can find positive images in few domains. One of the few 

areas where African Americans are depicted positively is sport” (40). In this case, blacks 
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have used sports as a way to gain positive status in a society perceived to be dominated 

by whites. With blacks making up a large portion of sports like football and basketball 

that millions of people regardless of race follow, they have gained a level of respect and 

privileges that they may not have acquired otherwise. 

 

The Decline of Baseball 

 In 1947, professional baseball became one of the few sports that blacks gained 

access to despite the racial tension in the United States (Lumpkin, Stoll, and Beller 167). 

Blacks enjoyed baseball to the point that some of them could not decide which sport to 

focus on, so they decided to pursue more than one. Notable black dual-sport athletes that 

played another professional sport along with baseball are former NFL players Bo Jackson 

in the late 1980s and Deon Sanders along with former NBA superstar Michael Jordan in 

the 1990s. 

Playing two sports is not an easy task especially if an athlete wants to be the best. 

Therefore, black athletes normally come to the point where they have to choose between 

playing football, basketball or baseball. While baseball has some of the same, if not 

better, opportunities for blacks, the number of black players on Major League Baseball 

(MLB) teams has diminished over time.  

 

Benefits of Baseball 

If I were to make a chart that compared baseball, football, and basketball, baseball 

could easily be a contender for the best sport option for blacks based on the factors that I 

previously mentioned. For instance, like football and basketball, baseball is well known 
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all over the United States, can be played in the backyard, and does not require a 

significant amount of money for athletes to hone their skills or play in actual competition.  

In the sport of baseball, the needed equipment is a helmet, bat, ball, and glove. In 

most cases, the team provides the helmet, bat and ball for competitions. If the players are 

not in competition and want to practice their craft, but do not have access to the 

equipment needed to practice such as a bat or ball, they can use other objects for 

replacements. For instance, a long cylinder object that can be fully gripped can serve as a 

substitute for a bat and any sphere shaped object for the ball.  

Another positive reason for playing baseball is the opportunity to go to college for 

free, and the ability to make money and do so quicker than other sports, if the athlete 

chooses to turn professional early. Baseball allows its athletes to turn professional out of 

high school. That is a privilege that basketball and football players do not have. However, 

if they chose to go to college, they will have to wait three years unless they are at least 21 

years of age to be eligible to go professional (“First-Year Player”). The best part about 

this is that the athletes will have an opportunity to get a college degree and get it for free, 

if they are fortunate enough to get one of the 11.7 scholarships allowed for baseball on 

the Division I level (“College Athletic Scholarships”). The 0.7 that is added to the 11 

scholarships signifies that baseball teams are also allowed to give out partial scholarships 

and divide the scholarship money amongst several players. Despite baseball having a 

lower scholarship allotment than basketball and football, it has a bigger reward than both 

of them. Baseball has a higher probability than any other sport in terms of an athlete 

going professional out of college at 9.4 percent (“Probability of Competing”).   
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Going professional equals getting a big paycheck. Although baseball ranks second 

to basketball in average yearly ($3.2 million) and career ($17.9 million) earnings 

according to Sports Interaction’s calculations, it finishes first place with an average 

career length of 5.6 years (Doyle). Either way, any of the three sports, have million dollar 

averages, so an athlete that is fortunate to make it, will make a significant amount of 

money. Despite the benefits of playing baseball, blacks have seemed to be more likely to 

pursue basketball and football. 

 

What Happened to Blacks in Baseball? 

As a result of the percentage of blacks in Major League Baseball (MLB) being 

nearly cut in half from 1986 to 2014, MLB created a committee to investigate and 

address the issue (Keown). The main issue is why has baseball become an unfavorable 

sport for blacks? Many could argue that because of the decline in numbers, black children 

have fewer black role models in baseball to idolize.  Although that may be a legitimate 

reason, there are other factors that have a greater impact.  

Colorado Rockies Pitcher, LaTroy Hawkins, who is black, put it in the simplest 

way possible: “Baseball in the United States has become a sport for the rich” (Keown). 

Given the low socioeconomic status of the majority of blacks, it is hard for them to 

identify with the word “rich.” Although the structure of the sport allows athletes to 

practice their skills in their backyard, and the equipment is not costly, gaining exposure 

from major league and college coaches can require a substantial amount of money.  

ESPN writer Tim Keown argues that, to gain the best exposure, young athletes, 

usually those that come from wealthy families, attend expensive one-day showcases in 
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addition to joining a baseball team that travels all over the United States year-round to 

play in tournaments in front of college and pro scouts. The downfalls for blacks, 

especially those in poverty, are: Due to travel teams playing year round, they would not 

be able to play other sports. Black athletes would also be taking a chance because with 

the limited scholarship allotment (11.7 for college baseball) they have a lower 

opportunity of getting a scholarship and the majority of blacks cannot afford to pay for 

school. Lastly, as a result of blacks not being able to afford to attend showcases and join 

travel teams, they will not receive the exposure that they need because scouts are hesitant 

and often overlook non-publicized schools such as the inner-city schools that are often 

located in hostile environments (Keown). Conversely, inner cities are college football 

coaches’ primary area of recruiting to find top talent.  

In sum, the biggest challenge for blacks and their willingness to pursue baseball is 

not the amount of money professional baseball players get paid or the likelihood of young 

baseball players making it to the pros. The decline of black players in baseball seems to 

depend on young players getting the exposure and getting scouted by college and pro 

scouts to enable them to continue playing baseball beyond high school. Ultimately, 

having money appears to be the solution, but if baseball does not change its scouting 

tactics, the black population in baseball will continue to decline. 
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CHAPTER 5: 
SOCIETAL AND PERSONAL CHALLENGES 

Through the world of sports, blacks have found a way to prosper even with some 

of the hardships that many of them had to endure prior to getting to stardom. Despite the 

fame, money, gifts, the chance of receiving a higher education and other privileges that 

can come with being a successful black athlete, they still face many societal challenges. 

Some challenges black athletes have no control over because the challenges are 

byproducts of the black athletes’ skin color. However, like every other race, black 

athletes have the freedom to make choices. These choices can impact their personal 

image to the public and academic achievement.  

However, in some cases we sometimes still fail because of the negative societal 

views of black athletes. Unfortunately, once you are identified as a black athlete you are 

included in that negative perception until proven otherwise, which is not always an easy 

task. There are some societal challenges that athletes have no control over such as media 

and institutional exploitation. Sometimes downfalls naturally come with the territory of 

success, and nothing can be done to change them. This section will discuss the societal 

and personal challenges that black athletes have to face during their athletic careers as 

well as after their playing career is finished 

 

The Overly Aggressive Thug 

  Black athletes tend to find themselves carrying identities that do not always 

correlate with their true identity. Although every black athlete is not the same, there are 
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lifestyle factors that encourage misconceptions such as the type of area that an athlete 

comes from. Black athletes are often judged harsher than other races, and are quick to 

acquire negative labels like overly aggressive and being called thugs, which are not 

always accurate accusations. 

What is a thug and why are black athletes perceived as thugs? According to 

Dictionary.com, thug “is a cruel or vicious ruffian, robber, or murderer” (“thug”). In 

some cases, the black athletes who are called thugs are not from the nicest and quietest 

neighborhoods due to financial situations. Many grow up in low-income and high poverty 

neighborhoods located in small towns and inner cities that have gotten national 

recognition for their high crime rate. Those black athletes are automatically assumed to 

be products of their environment4.  

Appearance is another primary reason for the misconception because that is what 

people see that generate their initial impression. Football and basketball players are 

notorious for having tattoos that sometimes are visible while wearing a short sleeve shirt 

because they exceed their elbows. Along with tattoos, some of them have hairstyles that 

have negative connotations such as dreadlocks and cornrows. In terms of dress, some 

blacks have a particular style of dress that is the typical urban, hip-hop style that may 

consist of baggy shirts, and jeans that sometimes sit well below the waistline. Athletes 

also purchase accessories like jewelry to go with their outfits that include earrings, 

watches, necklaces, rings and perhaps a grill to wear on their teeth.  

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
4 The phrase “products of their environment” refers to individuals’ lifestyle (e.g. act, talk, dress, 
etc.) being a byproduct of where they grew up or their surroundings. 
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Many athletes find themselves in legal trouble that encourages the aggressive and 

thug stereotype. These legal troubles include but are not limited to crimes such as bar or 

club fights, driving under the influence, sexual assault, domestic violence, weapons and 

drug charges. As of late, domestic violence has been the center of attention of the media 

and the National Football Leagues (NFL) after the former Baltimore Ravens’ running 

back Ray Rice was caught on camera knocking his fiancée unconscious in an elevator. 

Rice was not only called a thug, but also his incident rekindled the allegation of black 

males particularly those who play football as being overly aggressive and violent towards 

women.  

In “Violence Against Women by Professional Football Players,” Michael Welch 

conducted a study on violence against women by NFL players and the correlation of 

incidents by football position. Out of a sample size of 100 NFL players, the “scorers” or 

the positions that are responsible for scoring touchdowns, which are the wide receivers 

and Ray Rice’s position group, the running backs, had the most incidents at 38 (400). 

Although Welch does not focus on race, the two positions are predominately played by 

black athletes, so there is a high probability that black players committed a majority of 

the incidents. Welch also raises some questions in the article such as “whether being the 

target of violence on the field (and running away from physical contact) contributes to 

displaced aggression off the field in the form of sexual assault and domestic violence” 

(402). It is not clear if that justification explains Ray Rice’s motive, but based on his 

football position, he adds support to Welch’s results.  

Although potential reasons justifying the perception of black athletes being overly 

aggressive and thugs have been identified, it is important to avoid putting every black 
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athlete in the same category without actually getting to know each one of them because 

everyone has a story. In other words, sometimes there are justifiable reasons black 

athletes make some of their unwise choices or look a certain way, but a person would not 

know that unless they got to know them. Take Seattle Seahawks cornerback Richard 

Sherman’s incident that occurred after his team won the 2014 National Football 

Conference (NFC) Championship game.  

After making a great play on San Francisco 49ers wide receiver Michael Crabtree 

to seal the victory, the cameras rushed over to Sherman for an interview. Sherman’s 

adrenaline was still pumping after the play because he and Crabtree had been taunting 

right before the big play. When Sherman began speaking on camera, he evidently was not 

done taunting Crabtree and wanted to let him and the world know that he was not a good 

player. Sherman’s intensity in his voice and choice of words towards Crabtree did not sit 

well with some individuals, and the interview footage immediately went viral. Based on 

his interview, Sherman who is black with long dreads and tattoos was called a thug. 

However, Sherman does not fit that mold.  

Although, Richard Sherman was born and raised in one of the most dangerous 

places in the United States, Compton, California, he went on to play football at Stanford 

University and graduated with a 3.9 grade point average (GPA) in Communications 

(Wilson; Sherman). Thugs are usually perceived as uneducated, violent individuals. 

Sherman’s high GPA and non-violent persona off the field does not add up to him being 

labeled a thug. That raises questions about the use of the word thug. Is the usage of thug 

an act of racism or a derogative term used to degrade blacks of their success? Does the 
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sport determine whether you qualify to be a thug? The next section will explore these 

questions. 

 

Why Do We Have to be Thugs? 

 The use of the word thug has become a very common word that pervades the 

Internet and television every time a black athlete gets into trouble or draws attention to 

himself. Yes, Richard Sherman’s interview may have been a little absurd, and Ray Rice’s 

domestic violence incident was beyond wrong, but do they deserve to be labeled thugs? 

Although, they had entirely different incidents, both of them ended up with the same 

label. In addition, they are both black males who play football.  

The frequency and the way the word thug has been used to describe blacks has 

become a nuisance. According to Deadspin.com, the day after Sherman’s interview the 

word thug was used 625 times on American television (qtd. in Wilson). Seattle Seahawks 

cornerback Sherman is disappointed in how much the word is used, and he now believes 

that the word has transformed into an acceptable word to replace the N-word (Wilson).  

Instead of allowing the issue to continue, Richard Sherman, who obviously is 

nowhere near a thug, decided to respond. In an interview by CBSSports.com to follow up 

with Sherman about the incident, Sherman talked in-depth about the issue that he has 

dealt with his whole life: 
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I know some 'thugs,' and they know I'm the furthest thing 
from a thug," Sherman said. "I've fought that my whole 
life, just coming from where I'm coming from. Just because 
you hear Compton (Calif.), you hear Watts, you hear cities 
like that, you just think 'thug, he's a gangster, he's this, that, 
and the other,' and then you hear Stanford, and they're like, 
'oh man, that doesn't even make sense, that's an oxymoron. 
(Wilson) 

 
Later in the interview, Sherman made an interesting attitude comparison between the 

sports of football and hockey, a sport with a significantly lower percentage of black 

participants: 

What's the definition of a thug? Really? Can a guy on a 
football field just talking to people [be a thug?] ... There 
was a hockey game where they didn't even play hockey! 
(Laughter from the media) They just threw the puck aside 
and started fighting. I saw that and said, 'Ah, man, I'm the 
thug? What's going on here?'" (More laughter from the 
media). So I'm really disappointed in being called a thug. 
(Wilson) 
 

Sherman’s observation raises a great question because in the sport of hockey fighting is 

the norm, but they have never been labeled thugs. Clearly, there is a double standard 

when it comes to the usage of the word. 

 

The Double Standard  

 All athletes, regardless of sport and race, are human beings, who make mistakes. 

However, not every athlete receives the same level of scrutiny or prejudicial stereotyping, 

such as being labeled a thug, even if more than one athlete commits the same crime. The 

term is most commonly directed towards those blacks who play in the sports that are 

predominately played by blacks. Based on the attitudes towards black versus white 
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athletes and blacks who do not play in predominately black sports, there exists a double 

standard when it comes to labeling athletes thugs.  

One of the key elements of the double standard is race. A simple, quick search on 

two athletes (one black and one white) who committed the same crime was conducted to 

determine if they had been labeled a thug by online media sources. The two athletes 

searched were NFL running back Ray Rice, who was mentioned earlier, and NASCAR 

driver Kyle Busch, who is white. When the name of the athlete and the word “thug” is 

typed in the Google search engine, many links appeared for Ray Rice. In contrast, only a 

few links appeared for Kyle Busch, and they were not directly labeling him a thug. The 

significant difference in the search results raises more interesting questions about not 

only race, but also the sport. 

If Kyle Busch were black, would he have been called a thug? If Busch was black, 

he might not have been labeled a thug because he participates in a predominately white 

sport. Blacks in predominately white sports such as NASCAR, hockey, golf and 

swimming appear to be less likely to be called thugs. For instance, golfer Tiger Woods, 

who is biracial, but has been labeled black because of his darker skin color, cheated on 

his ex-wife with numerous women and was never called a thug. Overall, anyone who is 

black and plays a predominately black sport such as football and basketball is likely 

labeled a thug. However, athletes such as Richard Sherman counteract and use the media 

to prove otherwise. 
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Dramatic Media 

 Media, whether it is television or a written post on the Internet, has a significant 

impact on how certain athletes are portrayed to the public. As simple as the way a video 

is edited or the way an athlete’s word choice is misinterpreted in written form, can easily 

turn a small incident into a bigger issue. It can also expose a flaw such as the athlete’s 

perceived level of education by the way he talks or his ability to use proper English. 

These are the type of situations that can ruin someone’s image and life. As a result, media 

sources have become enemies to some black athletes.  

Despite black athletes finding themselves in the media for both good and bad 

reasons, the bad seems always to override the good. Richard Sherman can also attest to 

that notion because many who thought he was a thug failed to see that he is actually a 

great role model because the media did not publicize it.  Sherman mentors adolescent 

kids, in inner cities and foster care through his charitable non-profit program, Blanket 

Covers. This is a program designed to give children necessities such as school supplies 

and clothes needed to maximize their educational opportunities (Olson). Sherman took 

initiative and publicized his positive community service efforts that gave the media and 

the public no choice but to acknowledge the good work that he does and the type of 

person he is outside of football. 

In contrast, some black athletes who have experienced bad publicity from the 

media choose to stay quiet and avoid the media. The NFL requires its athletes to 

participate in the interviews when the media requests them or pay a hefty fine. A 

teammate of Richard Sherman, running back Marshawn Lynch, has been at the center of 

attention because of his new interview tactics after being fined. Lynch was asked to pay 
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the NFL $100,000 for avoiding the media for the second time since his first time back in 

2013 (Hanzus). His modified interview responses are not long and thorough like Richard 

Sherman’s were after his incident. Instead he took advantage of a gray area in the rules 

that asks their athletes to show up and respond, but it does not clearly state how long the 

responses have to be. For this reason, Lynch says the least amount of words possible in 

every interview to avoid getting another fine. According to a Washington Post article, “In 

November, Lynch answered 22 questions using 50 words. In December, he answered one 

question after another with some variation of ‘thanks for asking.’ [On January 10th of] 

Last week, he answered every question with some variation of ‘I’m thankful.’ Some have 

found this process hilarious” (Steinberg).  

Lynch has yet to come out and directly explain why he does not like to do 

interviews, but former NFL running back and current ACC Digital Network analyst 

Clinton Portis can relate to what Lynch is going through with the media. Portis 

understands Lynch’s behavior because his words and actions were sometimes also 

misinterpreted (Steinberg). To prevent such possibility, the best thing to say is as little as 

possible because an athlete cannot control how an interviewer or writer interprets one’s 

responses or actions, especially those who do not understand black culture.  

In other situations, the media can also cause harm to black athletes who may seem 

unintelligent due to the way they construct their sentences. One athlete who has received 

significant scrutiny over the last two years is Florida State University (FSU) quarterback 

and 2013 Heisman trophy5 winner, Jameis Winston. As the starting quarterback and one 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
5 The Heisman Trophy is the highest and most prestigious award given to the best player in 
college football for each year. 
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of the best players in college football, Winston has experienced substantial television 

time. When he speaks, he does not always use proper grammar, and many find it to be 

comical because he not only uses improper grammar, he talks with great enthusiasm in a 

southern accent.  

As the quarterback, he is seen as the centerpiece or leader of the team and is 

always expected to talk to the media. The intercollegiate level does not enforce fines, so 

Winston would not have had to worry if he were to have chosen not to speak. However, 

Winston has now decided to forgo his last year of eligibility on the college level and enter 

the 2015 NFL draft where he is expected to be one of the top picks. With his high status, 

the position that he plays, and the NFL media rules about participating in interviews, 

Winston will be required to speak and probably do it more often than he did at FSU. 

Pulling a Marshawn Lynch would not look good for the future starting quarterback of an 

NFL team. That does not appear to be a legitimate option. Therefore, unless Winston can 

work on his public speaking skills, the media will continue to humiliate him while 

furthering the “dumb jock” stereotype. 

 

The “Dumb Jock” 

 Black athletes carry the stereotype of lacking intelligence, but possessing superior 

athletic ability. As a result, they are sometimes automatically perceived as unintelligent 

before they ever get a chance to prove themselves academically. Of course, not every 

athlete, who has hopes and dreams of playing in the NBA or NFL, takes his education 

seriously. The ones who do are not always in the best situations to succeed academically. 

Regardless, sports at least gives every black athlete hope of receiving a higher education, 
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and it is up to that athlete to take full advantage of the opportunity. However, having 

success in sports, can override the importance of education, which turns out to be 

detrimental later in life.  

The “student-athlete” is the ideal model that the National Collegiate Athletics 

Association (NCAA) emphasizes with all of their collegiate athletes. The student-athlete 

is an athlete who strives to be the best academically as well as in sports. However, for 

some black athletes the student part of student-athlete gets lost assuming it was present 

from the start.  

Many young black athletes have a preference for devoting all of their time, effort 

and focus on sports rather than getting an education with hopes of one day becoming a 

CEO of a Fortune 500 company. One of the reasons may be the fact that, among the 

Fortune 500 companies, there are only six African-American CEOs (Isidore). The low 

numbers of African-Americans in upper-level positions outside of sports makes education 

unappealing to adolescent blacks. Therefore, they use their athletic ability to get to the 

big leagues where a significant number of blacks have had success. As a result, education 

is often not important. 

Every athlete that dreams of playing professionally in basketball or football must 

first attend college, but to attend college they must first meet the academic qualifications 

of the NCAA clearinghouse. According to the NCAA Eligibility Center, the 

clearinghouse requires students to meet the 16 core courses requirement and take the 

SAT, ACT, or both. Based on the student-athletes’ core GPA and test scores, the NCAA 

uses a sliding scale during which the higher the athletes’ GPA is, the lower he has to 

make on the test and vice versa (“NCAA Division I”). The clearinghouse is essentially a 
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system with standards to ensure athletes are prepared to handle the workload of a college 

student. 

However, it is not the end of the world if a high school athlete does not meet the 

requirements. That athlete will have to take the longer route to get to the university that 

initially offered him a full athletic scholarship. Many have gone to a junior, military or 

community college to increase their GPA and test scores to meet the NCAA requirements 

to become eligible to enroll.  

These are typically the players who neglected their education well before college, 

but their athletic ability allowed them to have a second chance. However, there are 

situations where black athletes are faced with unique challenges and are sometimes 

placed in circumstances that are out of their control such as having to work to help with 

their family’s financial needs. As a result, their academic performance declines, and they 

are not academically prepared for college.  

 

I Am Not White 

 Most black athletes are very familiar with the “dumb jock” myth. Unfortunately, 

some choose to live by it to maintain their racial identity because being black and smart 

breaks the stereotype of blacks being the underachievers in society. This is particularly 

true in terms of education. In circumstances when there are blacks who take their 

education seriously and perform at a high level academically, they are considered by their 

black peers to be “acting white.” 

 “Acting white” is not a new term. In fact, it is one of the major reasons why 

blacks underachieve academically. According to an article about the term “acting white” 
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and black academic achievement written by Karolyn Tyson, William Darity and Domini 

R. Castellino, “For two decades the acting white hypothesis—the premise that black 

students are driven toward low school performance because of racialized peer pressure—

has served as an explanation for the black-white achievement gap” (582) Due to the peer 

pressure many blacks generally take “acting white” as an insult, and neglect school just to 

fit in. However, when it comes to black athletes, they know that they need their 

academics if they want to have a chance to go professional because they must attend 

college first.  

 Possessing athleticism can override “acting white,” but the peer pressure is 

continually in the athletes’ mind. “Masculinities and Athletic Careers” by Michael 

Messner, gives an excerpt from a 42-year old former athlete, who used his athletic ability 

to earn a college education, which helped him be successful in the job world: 

By junior high, you either got identified as an athlete, a 
thug, or a bookworm. It’s very important to be seen as 
somebody who’s capable in some area. And you don’t want 
to be identified as a bookworm. I was very good with 
books, but I was kind of covert about it. I was a closet 
bookworm. But with sports, I was somebody; so I worked 
very hard at it. (82) 
 
 

The excerpt from the former black athlete demonstrates how important it is for blacks to 

maintain their black identity. However, there are cases where blacks do not purposely 

underachieve because of peer pressure. There are some that underachieve because they 

have other priorities going on outside of school. 
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Overloaded 

 With the high poverty rate of blacks in the United States, many young black 

males have to take on more duties than a teenager should have to at that point in their 

lives. This happens because most of them live in a single parent home with siblings, and 

live check to check every month to keep food on the table, clothes on their back and a 

roof over their heads. Due to funds going towards making a living, they cannot afford the 

necessities such as school supplies needed to be successful in the classroom. Therefore, 

along with playing sports, they have to attend school and work to help their family 

survive.  

In this case, all three of those entities are important, but for a teenager balancing 

that load can be overwhelming. Therefore, at least one of them has to be sacrificed, and it 

is usually education. Working to make extra money to help support the family is a top 

priority, and playing sports is their best career path to pursue in order to gain the financial 

status needed to get their entire family out of their unfortunate living conditions. 

 

Going Pro Early 

 Many blacks play sports with the hopes of one day becoming a professional 

athlete. With them knowing it can be done without completing a college degree could be 

one of the reasons for the low graduation rate of NCAA football and basketball players. 

However, this situation is improving. According to an NCAA (2013) article, “the most 

recent one-year graduation figures are bolstered by football student-athletes competing in 

the Football Bowl Subdivision, who earned a 71 percent Graduation Success Rate, and 

African-American men’s basketball players, who graduated at a 68 percent rate – the 
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highest ever for those groups” (Hosick). Despite the improvement in the graduation rate 

in the NCAA, players that decide to leave college early to go play professionally is one of 

the reasons that the rate is not as high as it could be. 

For the sport of basketball, athletes have to attend at least one year of college 

prior to entering the draft. Meanwhile, football requires their athletes to stay in school for 

at least three years. When athletes elect to leave early to pursue their dreams, they forfeit 

their college eligibility and academic scholarship. However, education is still important 

for some players, so they go back to the respective schools to finish their degree during 

the offseason. 

 Although, some players are good enough to be taken high in the draft and make a 

significant amount of money, it does not always turn out that way. Therefore, they are 

taking a significant risk because according to the NCAA’s website, there is only a 1.6 

percent chance of an NCAA athlete to go professional in football and 1.2 percent in 

basketball (“Probability of Competing”). Those are very low percentages. Therefore, 

those that do not find themselves on a roster will be affected the most because they would 

not have the education as a backup. This results in those black athletes having a more 

difficult time finding a job. As a consequence, they revert to criminal and illegal activities 

in order to earn money.  

 

Degraded Degree 

 The athletes that leave early without getting their degree and do not make a roster 

are not the only ones who will have difficulties getting a job. Surprisingly, even some 
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athletes with degrees have trouble when searching for jobs because of two reasons: easy 

majors and academic dishonesty.  

 Playing collegiate sports is like having a full-time job and going to school because 

of the time commitment that is involved. The majors available for students vary school to 

school, but most athletes look to pursue the majors that do not take as much time and are 

not as challenging. It is difficult for athletes to pursue and do well with majors like 

engineering, computer science, and those in the medical field because they can be very 

challenging and require more time to complete assignments and prepare for tests. 

Athletes do not have as much time as students who are not athletes due to games and 

practices. Although some non-athletes can attest to that claim because they may be 

involved in extra activities such as clubs, student government or the school’s newspaper, 

those students’ workloads and exertion cannot compare to the amount of energy that 

athletes use during physical activity in early morning or late afternoon for workouts and 

practices. 

Also, if athletes are attending the university with the sole purpose of playing their 

respective sport and not to get an education, seeking a difficult major will only set them 

up for failure. Therefore, in order for the athletes to be in the best position to be 

successful they choose majors in which they have the best chance of excelling. In this 

case, the “easier majors” will have more athletes enrolled. As a result, there is an 

overflow of athletes pursuing the same major, causing the value of the degree to 

depreciate because of the limited number of jobs in each field. And if everyone is 

pursuing the same jobs, the availability of employment will become scarce. Yet, athletes 
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can separate themselves from other athletes even if they are pursuing the same major by 

getting a higher GPA because employers look for an applicant’s GPA. 

In contrast, there are athletes who are given degrees without actually earning 

them. Academic dishonesty can occur before the athlete even knows if he is going to 

college. Another true story from the article “Masculinities and Athletic Careers,” is about 

an athlete, who claims he was nearly illiterate during his high school and college years, 

and his story explains why: 

I’d hardly ever go to classes and they’d give me Cs. My 
coaches taught some of the classes. And I felt, So what? 
They owe me that! I’m an athlete! I thought that was what I 
was born to do—to play sports—and everybody understood 
that. (Messner 81) 
 
 

A situation like the one described above is another reason why some black athletes go to 

college unprepared and fail. Athletes failing is not an option for some collegiate athletic 

programs because they need their best players on the field to win games, even if it 

requires providing the athletes with a little more help than is allowed by the NCAA.  

In recent news, the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (UNC-CH) 

allegedly committed academic dishonesty that involved athletes and faculty over the 

course of 18 years. The African and African-American Studies (AAAS) Department 

created “paper classes” that did not require athletes to attend class, but they were asked to 

submit a paper at the end of the semester that was in most cases dishonest. The main 

purpose of these classes was to ensure that the athletes who were doing poorly 

academically could remain eligible to play (Ganim and Sayers). Everyone likes winning 

and money, but jeopardizing other people’s futures to get it, is not worth it. Any 
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institution that commits a scam like UNC-CH did, only hurts the athletes more in the end 

because they are not gaining the knowledge that will prepare them for the real world.  

  

Exploitation of Black Athletes 

Collegiate athletics is a money-generating business that boasts billions of dollars 

of revenue each year. Although the players are the ones who are putting in the time and 

effort on the playing fields, and are the sole reason that fans watch the games, they do not 

get to see any of the money. As a result, many athletes have turned elsewhere to get funds 

and other needs, which has resulted in NCAA violations and repercussions. 

Interestingly, black players are the ones who are at a disadvantage because they 

represent the majority of the low socioeconomic class in collegiate sports. They also 

account for a bulk of the roster spaces in football and basketball and are responsible for 

generating the bulk of the revenue. The facts that the players of the money producing 

sports are black, and they are playing at predominately white institutions have brought 

into question not only financial but also racial and educational issues.  

 

The Black Athletic Slave 

Author Billy Hawkins gives an interesting perspective on the exploitation of black 

athletes in white institutions in his book called The New Plantation: Black Athletes, 

College Sports, and Predominantly White NCAA Institutions. The main argument 

Hawkins makes is that it is a “difficult process for Whites to relate to Blacks as equals or 

partners in any endeavor given the history of race relations in this country,” 

Predominately White Institutions (PWIs) must acknowledge and accept “Black athletes 
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as partners in this intercollegiate athletic enterprise” (180). Hawkins focuses on two main 

entities when he discusses the experience of being a black athlete in a PWI: economics 

and education. 

The issue with the economic structure of the intercollegiate athletics is that the 

NCAA along with its conferences and institutions are making profit off of the labor and 

images of primarily black athletes because they are the ones who comprise majority of 

the rosters of basketball and football teams (Hawkins 88, 94). Due to NCAA rules that 

add limitations on what benefits athletes can receive, they are not allowed to receive any 

of the millions of dollars they help produce for their respective institutions. For example, 

Hawkins claims “ESPN will pay the SEC [(Southeastern Conference)] a staggering $2.25 

billion over the next 15 years for the—about $150 million a year—for the conference’s 

TV rights” (92). Though, that is a significant amount of money and the fans watch the 

ESPN network to mainly see the players compete, the players will not see any of that 

money despite the fact that they are the ones who are performing on the field.  

Not only are athletes not able to get paid based on the money they help produce 

from their labor, they are also not allowed to use their likenesses to sell their own items. 

Institutions however, can do that. For instance, institutions are allowed to sell jerseys of 

their players in their stores to make a profit and are able to make sales even though the 

players’ names are not on them. If a player sells his own jersey and receives money, he 

has violated an NCAA rule. Clearly, when athletes enroll in their respective institution, 

they lose some of their freedom. 

To enhance his point about black athletes getting exploited in PWIs from an 

economic standpoint, Hawkins compares the NCAA institution to slavery (85 – 86). Keep 
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in mind Hawkins’ point of view when it comes to black athletes and the revenue that is 

produced from their labor. To form a comparison Hawkins uses a quote from an excerpt 

in Roger L. Ransom and Richard Sutch’s book that states, “American slavery had been a 

viable economic institution because the value of the slave’s labor exceeded the value of 

the provisions they consumed” (qtd. in Hawkins 86). Hawkins’ analogy may seem mind-

blowing for some and ridiculous to others, but he makes a valid comparison: according to 

Hawkins, the value of an athlete’s labor does exceed the amount invested in his 

maintenance and education.  

Arriving at a solution that will satisfy the players while abiding by the NCAA 

rules is a challenge. Many would probably recommend a quick solution such as paying 

the athletes a percentage of the revenue produced. However, there are more factors to 

consider in deciding whether or not to pay athletes. One of the main factors is collegiate 

athletics and the NCAA would jeopardize their amateur status that was implemented to 

ensure that getting a quality education is a priority for athletes (“Amateurism”) if they 

were to pay athletes. However, Hawkins argues a possible solution that could work for 

both the athletes and the NCAA.  

When it comes to paying athletes Hawkins does not explicitly say that athletes 

should be paid salaries, but he does suggest that they should “increase their athletic 

scholarships or provide a monthly stipend to offset basic living expenses” (179). This 

idea will give players, who do not come from wealthy backgrounds, extra money for 

things such as bills that are associated with having a car and for traveling home when 

needed. 
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Although, being a collegiate athlete is like having a full-time job without 

receiving the full amount of money that correlates with the amount of money that their 

labor generates, they are still receiving a full scholarship that pays for medical care and 

education.  This can also be placed in relation to blacks in slavery, who also received 

benefits despite their circumstance. Roger L. Ransom and Richard Sutch’s book claims 

“the southern slaveowner had been expropriating the entire product of the slaves’ labor 

and in return provided only the food, shelter, and clothing necessary to keep the slaves 

healthy and hardworking” (qtd. in Hawkins 86). Unlike the slaves, the athletes are given 

the opportunity to receive something valuable that is intangible: education.  

The issue is that athletes need to be placed in the best situation that enables them to 

utilize and get the full benefit of an education. Hawkins claims that from signing day to 

draft day black athletes are known for their “athletic prowess,” and their academic 

endeavors are usually mentioned to the public in a negative manner (59). In other words, 

academic achievement does not seem to be expected of black athletes. Black athletes who 

are thrown into this type of system can get too caught up in the hype of showcasing their 

athletic skills and without the correct support system, their educational opportunity could 

go to waste. In these cases, the athletes are part of a program that is more about wins and 

losses than getting a quality education. For the future of the athlete, it is best to have 

some sort of balance between the two. 

One solution that Hawkins recommends that could help with the issue of players 

neglecting their education, is to hold the coaches accountable by “having coaches’ 

salaries and bonuses connected more to academic progress and graduation than to 

winning championships and bowl games” (71). Coaches have significant authority when 
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it comes to their players, so this would be a reasonable solution if it were to be 

implemented. 

Overall, Hawkins’ use of the slavery analogy is to enhance his argument about black 

athletes being exploited in white institutions because it is not morally correct. 

Nevertheless, black athletes cannot escape because intercollegiate sports give them the 

best opportunity of becoming a professional. Recently, black athletes have expressed 

opposition to being exploited, but receiving an education is not the athletes’ main 

concern. 

 

Reaping the Benefits 

 Athletes have found another way to get the things that they need and want, that 

institutions cannot provide. Whether an athlete is a top high school recruit, who has every 

college coach in United States raving for his service, or a star player on a collegiate team, 

there are going to be fans, alumni and boosters who want to provide benefits and special 

privileges for the services that he provides or will provide for the institution. Year after 

year the NCAA finds itself investigating cases of athletes receiving impermissible extra 

benefits.  

The Compliance page on Duke University athletics’ website explains the NCAA 

rule: 

NCAA rules prohibit any student-athlete from receiving 
any "extra benefits." The NCAA considers any special 
discounts or arrangements given to student-athletes or their 
friends and family that was not available to the general 
student body or public to be an extra benefit, and could 
jeopardize the student-athlete's eligibility. (“Duke 
Compliance”) 
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The rule may appear to be easy to understand and follow, but what young adult would not 

like free money and gifts that institutions are prohibited to provide, especially if he was 

poor growing up.  

To gain a better understanding, look at the situation from the perspective of a 

young black athlete who grew up in an unfortunate living situation. For instance, pretend 

you are a superior eighteen-year-old high school recruit who lives in a two-bedroom 

house with a single mother and four other siblings, and barely enough money to pay your 

bills each month. You are on a visit at an elite institution, and a booster who knows 

everything about you without you saying a word, approaches you and your family. The 

booster offers a deal that consists of paying off your mom’s house if you come to that 

school to play. What would you do in this situation? 

In other cases, collegiate athletes have sold signed memorabilia to fans for money, 

drove around in rental cars that were not purchased by them or family, accepted jewelry, 

and received free tattoos among others. In some situations it is hard to blame an athlete 

for taking the extra benefits, but it can be detrimental to not only the athlete but also the 

team. Athletes who violate the NCAA’s impermissible benefit rule have been ruled 

ineligible for several weeks up to a year, asked to donate the value of the extra benefit to 

a charity and return any rewards they may have received since the incident. In addition, 

teams have been given consequences such as loss of scholarships, bowl and tournament 

bans, and vacancy of wins and championships that were won from the time of the rule 

violation.  

Some people may find those athletes to be selfish because every institution has a 
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compliance department that is supposed to educate their athletes on the rule. Hence, they 

have knowledge that the rule exists, but they still violate the rule. Although, I agree that 

that the athlete who violates is in the wrong, I also believe that it is something that can be 

hard to resist, especially for a young adult like the eighteen-year-old athlete that I 

discussed earlier in the scenario. For someone like that, it is not as easy to say “no” as it 

might be for those that come from privileged homes. In all, the NCAA is working hard to 

provide help to those athletes that are in need with the hopes of limiting the frequent 

occurrences of rule violations.  
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CHAPTER 6:  
CONCLUSION 

Based on the information gathered from the research, it is clear that blacks indeed 

have a disproportionate representation in football and basketball. Blacks account for 13 

percent of the United States population (Rastogi et al. 3) while they represent 67 percent 

of the National Football League (NFL) (see Appendix B) and 77 percent in the National 

Basketball Association (NBA) (see Appendix F). The present disproportionate 

representation of blacks in football and basketball is attributable to the experiences and 

opportunities of black athletes prior to the civil rights movement. A correlation exists 

between the history of blacks being integrated into sports, the distinct representation of 

blacks in football and basketball, and the challenges of blacks then and now.  

During the pre-Civil Rights era, due to limited upward mobility opportunities, the 

majority of blacks were in the low socioeconomic stratum. Due to economic limitation, 

participation in individual sports such as golf and tennis were too costly for impoverished 

blacks. As it was difficult to access the aforementioned sports, African Americans strived 

to excel in football, basketball, and baseball, which were more financially accessible. 

Contemporary representation of blacks in baseball has decreased due to the increasing 

pay for exposure system (see “What Happened to Blacks in Baseball?” on page 41).  

As the number and success of blacks in the sports of football and basketball 

increased, and segregation and racism decreased, the two sports became more accessible 

and appealing to blacks. Professional black athletes began to make significant amounts of 

money, which the majority of blacks only could dream of due to limited access to 
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education and employment. Adolescent blacks began to idolize black superstar athletes 

whose success on and off the field or court was often publicized through the media. As a 

result, playing professional sports became a priority for many black athletes who aspired 

to play professionally, so that they could generously provide for their families and 

acquire a standard of living that had been traditionally out of reach.  

Despite the end of segregation and influential inclusion of blacks in football and 

basketball, black athletes still face discrimination. These mindsets are the result of a 

scarred American history, from Reconstruction to Civil Rights, in which African 

Americans traditionally stayed within a set economic stratum. Now that black athletes 

might become affluent, seemingly overnight, proved to be difficult for individuals who 

held firm to old prejudiced beliefs about blacks. Other challenges such as poor academic 

achievement and exploitation by media and institutions do not improve the predicament 

of these athletes. 

Research provides information on the prominence of blacks in the sports of 

football and basketball, and rationales for this data. However, blacks being dominant in 

football and basketball is not the focal issue. The pivotal issue is how the phenomenon is 

detrimental to the black community. This damage is occurring despite the success blacks 

are having in sports: 

1: Although it is not entirely by choice, blacks are limiting themselves to 

primarily two sports. Historically, blacks only had access to a limited number of sports, 

so they only played accessible sports. As the large scale of participation in baseball was 

not financially sustainable for blacks, football and basketball became the ideal sports. As 

a result, blacks have a disproportionate number of players in football and basketball.  
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This high participation concentration, created an unintended issue. This latent issue is a 

large number of athletes competing for a limited number of roster spots. Being receptive 

to exploring other sports would lessen this concentration. This notion will require the 

help of communities. To begin, communities can show support for various sports. This 

will express to young athletes that it is okay to be different from their peers. Additionally, 

communities could expand their support by raising funds for athletes to participate in 

those sports that they may not be able to afford. 

2: Racist mindsets still exist, and continue to be influential in sports. It can be 

argued that this phenomenon can be seen expressly in football and basketball because 

those two sports are comprised of predominately black players and receive a significant 

amount of publicity.  An example of racism at the highest levels of sports management is 

the case of former Clippers Los Angeles owner Donald Sterling. Sterling, who is white, 

was forced to sell the team after making racially charged remarks. This case 

demonstrated an example of opposition of blacks in sports. His then team was primarily 

composed of black players, yet he instructed his purported girlfriend to not bring black 

people to the games.  

It has been asserted that black athletes are often perceived as thugs and 

unintelligent individuals, who are successful only because of their superior athletic 

ability. However, that is an over-generalization too frequently placed on black athletes. 

Contemporarily, the term “thug”, when used to describe a black athlete, has taken on an 

ethnically degrading connotation. Given, the high number of blacks living in poverty, it is 

reasonable that many are raised in low-income neighborhoods with significant crime. 

However, no matter the environment they come from, the term has been used loosely, 
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diminishing the identity of even those athletes who come from good environments and do 

not have any resemblance to a “thug.”   

A rationale for black athletes being perceived as unintelligent is that academics is 

often not the main priority for black athletes. In sport-centered schools, blacks are 

primarily focusing on sports instead of placing equal priority in the classroom. As a 

result, those athletes underachieve academically. Institutions that place sports on a higher 

pedestal than academics amplify this component. Additionally, some institutions support 

the stereotype of the unintelligent black athlete via their recruiting strategies. Black 

athletes, who place an unequal value on sports, are often recruited to play at superior 

athletic institutions. As their grades may not have been top tier, they are exclusively 

recruited to win games for coaches and the institution.  

On the other hand, black athletes look to reap the benefit of having the 

opportunity to mature and develop their skills and possibly turn professional. Often black 

athletes, who fall into this scenario, live in the low socioeconomic class. These athletes 

are not inherently less academically driven than their white counterparts. They see other 

blacks succeed in sports, and they view sports as an avenue to success. Therefore, they 

divert their focus from academics to training for the opportunity to play professionally. In 

this scenario, balance between sports and education is rarely pursued.  

This inclination leads to decisions such as declaring to play professionally before 

their eligibility is depleted. Frequently, those black athletes never complete their degree 

requirements. However, black athletes are not considering the less than 2 percent 

probability of playing professionally after college (“Probability of Competing”). 

Frequently, when their sports careers end, they are not prepared for the world outside of 
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sports. Although this stereotype may never go away, black athletes can better themselves 

academically. Greater emphasis on the importance of education and balance will improve 

their outlook. It has been established that the community, institutions, and parent support 

is essential to an athlete’s long-term success. For a balance shift to occur, it will take a 

collective effort from institutions, coaches, parents, and teachers. This will ensure that all 

athletes are getting the best foundation to succeed on the field and in the classroom.   

3: Lastly, because blacks possess great athleticism and have found success in 

sports does not make them superhuman. Genetic inclination has proven to be of little 

relation to skill in sports. Athletic potential, in isolation, will not allow an athlete to reach 

full potential in a sport. More significant are cultural influences such as the financially 

driven determination of black athletes and their families to make it to the professional 

ranks.  This drive is demonstrated by their hard work and dedication to their sport and to 

honing their skills. Black athletes need to be treated and viewed as any other race because 

skin color does not dictate success.  

In conclusion, the issues previously mentioned surrounding blacks dominating the 

sports of football and basketball brings attention back to the title, “Why We Can’t Win?”. 

The title signifies that the history of black integration into sports along with a number of 

cultural influences, and socioeconomic status of blacks have all contributed to the high 

participation rate of blacks in football and basketball over other sports. Likewise, those 

same factors also contribute to the challenges that blacks in those sports face.  

In other words, through sports blacks have found success and dominance in a world that 

is perceived to be governed by affluent whites, but some continue to find ways to degrade 

blacks. Concurrently blacks continue to be haunted and self-defeated by challenges that 
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have evolved from our past. Though the past cannot be changed, the future can be. The 

question that may never be answered is when will we finally win? 
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2012-13
White

African-American
Latino

American Indian/Alaskan Native
Asian/ Pacific Islander

Two or More Races
Non-Resident Aliens

Other
2011-12

White
African-American

Latino
American Indian/Alaskan Native

Asian/ Pacific Islander
Two or More Races

Non-Resident Aliens
Other

2010-2011
White

African-American
Latino

American Indian/Alaskan Native
Asian/ Pacific Islander

Two or More Races
Non-Resident Aliens

Other
2009-2010

White
African-American

Latino
American Indian/Alaskan Native

Asian/ Pacific Islander
Two or More Races

Other
2008-09

White
African-American

Latino
American Indian/Alaskan Native

Asian/ Pacific Islander
Two or More Races

Other
2007-08

White
African-American

Latino
American Indian/Alaskan Native

Asian
Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander

Two or More Races
Other

2006-07
White

African-American
Latino

American Indian/Alaskan Native
Asian
Other

2005-06
White

African-American
Latino

American Indian/Alaskan Native
Asian

Non-Resident Aliens
Other

2004-05
White

African-American
Latino

American Indian/Alaskan Native
Asian

Non-Resident Aliens
Other

2003-04
White

African-American
Latino

American Indian/Alaskan Native
Asian

Non-Resident Aliens
Other

Note: Percentages may not equal 100 percent due to rounding.
x=Data not recorded

Note: Data provided by the NCAA.  Historically Black institutions excluded.                
Only student-athletes receiving financial aid are included in this report.

  Male Student-Athletes: Division I 
Basketball Football Baseball Basketball Football Baseball

2002-03
29.0% 45.4% 84.2% White 32.3% 49.3% 84.1%
55.7% 42.7% 2.6% African-American 57.9% 43.8% 6.1%
2.0% 2.6% 5.9% Latino 1.3% 2.2% 5.1%
0.3% 0.4% 0.4% American Indian/Alaskan Native 0.4% 0.4% 0.3%
0.4% 2.1% 1.1% Asian 0.2% 1.6% 1.2%
2.9% 3.2% 2.1% Non-Resident Aliens 5.3% 0.5% 1.2%
6.5% 0.5% 0.7% Other 2.6% 2.3% 2.0%
3.1% 3.2% 3.0% 2001-02

White 32.3% 50.1% 83.4%
29.4% 46.4% 85.3% African-American 57.7% 42.6% 6.9%
57.2% 43.2% 2.6% Latino 1.5% 2.1% 5.2%
2.0% 2.3% 6.0% American Indian/Alaskan Native 0.3% 0.4% 0.4%
0.1% 0.5% 0.4% Asian 0.2% 1.4% 1.1%
0.1% 2.6% 1.2% Non-Resident Alien 4.8% 0.5% 1.1%
2.5% 2.0% 1.6% Other 3.2% 2.8% 1.9%
5.9% 0.4% 0.6% 2000-01
2.6% 2.7% 2.4% White 32.5% 49.4% 81.3%

African-American 57.1% 42.1% 6.7%
30.6% 47.0% 85.0% Latino 1.4% 2.1% 5.6%
56.8% 42.4% 2.5% American Indian/Alaskan Native 0.4% 0.4% 0.4%
1.8% 2.4% 5.9% Asian 0.2% 1.3% 0.9%
0.1% 0.1% 0.1% Non-Resident Aliens 5.1% 1.7% 2.1%
0.1% 1.0% 1.2% Other 3.3% 2.9% 3.0%
1.6% 2.2% 1.3% 1999-00
5.9% 0.3% 1.0% White 34.6% 51.3% 83.0%
2.6% 2.8% 2.6% African-American 55.0% 39.5% 6.6%

Latino 1.6% 1.8% 4.3%
32.7% 48.3% 86.4% American Indian/Alaskan Native 0.2% 0.3% 0.4%
58.1% 42.0% 2.8% Asian 0.3% 1.3% 1.1%
2.0% 2.4% 5.3% Non-Resident Aliens 3.0% 0.2% 0.6%
0.1% 0.1% 0.1% Other 5.3% 5.7% 3.9%
0.1% 1.0% 1.3% 1998-99
1.2% 1.4% 0.1% White 34.0% 46.9% 88.1%
4.9% 3.1% 2.7% African-American 55.9% 46.4% 2.8%

Latino 1.4% 1.9% 4.7%
34.2% 50.0% 87.3% American Indian/Alaskan Native 0.3% 0.4% 0.5%
57.5% 41.7% 2.5% Asian 0.3% 2.0% 0.8%
2.2% 2.6% 5.3% Non-Resident Aliens 5.5% 1.0% 1.4%
0.1% 0.1% 0.1% Other 2.6% 1.9% 1.7%
0.1% 1.1% 1.1% 1997 - 98
0.1% 0.1% 0.0%
4.5% 3.0% 2.3% 1996-97

White 33.8% 46.9% 89.5%
32.0% 50.0% 86.9% African-American 57.3% 47.6% 3.0%
60.4% 42.4% 3.3% Latino 1.5% 1.9% 4.3%
2.2% 2.4% 6.0% American Indian/Alaskan Native 0.2% 0.3% 0.5%
0.1% 0.1% 0.1% Asian 0.3% 1.2% 0.6%
0.1% 1.0% 1.2% Non-Resident Aliens 4.4% 0.6% 0.9%
0.1% 1.0% 0.1% Other 2.5% 1.5% 1.2%
0.1% 0.1% 0.1% 1992 - 96
5.7% 2.3% 1.7%

1991-92
32.5% 47.0% 84.5% White 34.5% 53.2% 90.0%
60.4% 45.9% 6.0% African-American 61.8% 42.7% 4.3%
1.8% 2.2% 5.4% Latino 0.8% 1.4% 3.9%
0.4% 0.4% 0.4% American Indian/Alaskan Native 0.2% 0.3% 0.3%
0.4% 1.6% 1.2% Asian 0.2% 1.0% 0.7%
4.7% 2.9% 2.5% Non-Resident Aliens x x x

Other 2.5% 1.4% 0.8%
29.9% 47.1% 84.6%
58.9% 45.4% 5.7%
1.8% 2.1% 5.0%
0.3% 0.9% 0.4%
0.5% 1.6% 1.1%
6.2% 2.4% 1.0%
2.3% 0.4% 2.5%

31.9% 47.7% 83.7%
57.8% 45.4% 6.5%
1.5% 2.3% 5.4%
0.6% 0.3% 0.3%
0.4% 1.6% 1.2%
5.4% 0.4% 1.0%
2.5% 2.3% 1.9%

31.6% 48.3% 83.8%
58.2% 44.3% 6.1%
1.5% 2.4% 4.9%
0.3% 0.4% 0.3%
0.2% 1.6% 1.2%
5.7% 0.6% 1.3%
2.5% 2.4% 2.1%

Note: Percentages may not equal 100 percent due to rounding.

Note: Data provided by the NCAA.  Historically Black institutions excluded.                
Only student-athletes receiving financial aid are included in this report.

  Male Student-Athletes: Division I 

Data Not Recorded

Data Not Recorded

TABLE 7

Appendix A 
Breakdown of the Male Division I Student-Athletes by Race 

	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	   Source: (Lapchick et al., “2013 RGRC College Sport” 37) 
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Appendix B 
Breakdown of the National Football League Players by Race 
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% # % #
2013 2005

White 31.0% 866 White 31.50% 537

African-American 67.3% 1883 African-American 65.50% 1116

Latino 0.6% 16 Latino <1% 10

Asian 0.7% 19 Asian 2% 34

Other 0.5% 14 Other <1% 1

International 1.5% 43 International 1% 18

2012 2003
White 30.1% 820 White 29% 516

African-American 66.3% 1804 African-American 69% 1228

Latino 0.7% 20 Latino 1% 9

Asian 1.1% 29 Asian 1% 22

Other 1.8% 48 Other 0% 0

International 1.4% 39
2011 2000

White 31% 802 White x x

African-American 67% 1721 African-American x x

Latino 1% 13 Latino x x

Asian 2% 40 Other x x

Other 1% 7 1999
International 1% 20 White 32% x

2010 African-American 67% x

White 31% 790 Latino <1% x

African-American 67% 1714 Other <1% x

Latino 1% 13 1998
Asian 2% 39 White 32% x

Other 1% 7 African-American 66% x

International 1% 20 Latino <1% x

2009 Other 1% x

White 30% 782 1997
African-American 67% 1761 White 33% x

Latino 1% 24 African-American 65% x

Asian 2% 55 Latino <1% x

Other <1% 2 Other 1% x

International 2% 48 1996
2008 White 31% x

White 31% 805 African-American 66% x

African-American 67% 1762 Latino <1% x

Latino 1% 25 Other 2% x

Asian 2% 45 1995
Other <1% 1 White 31% x

International 2% 63 African-American 67% x

2007 Latino 0% x

White 31% 730 Other <2% x

African-American 66% 1566 1994
Latino 1% 30 White 31% x

Asian 2% 44 African-American 68% x

Other <1% 1 Latino 0% x

International 2% 43 Other 1% x

2006 1993
White 31% 532 White 35% x

African-American 67% 1131 African-American 65% x

Latino 0.5% 8 Latino 0% x

Asian 1.5% 25 1992
Other 0% 0 White 30% x

International 1% 24 African-American 68% x
Latino <1% x
Other 1% x

1991
White 36% x

African-American 62% x
Latino 2% x

1990
White 39% x

African-American 61% x
Latino 0% x

x=Data not recorded

Players

Table 1

Source: (Lapchick et al., “2014 RGRC National Football League” 18) 
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Appendix C 
Breakdown of the National Football League Offensive Positions by Race 
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Appendix D 
Breakdown of the National Football League Defensive Positions by Race 
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Source: (Lapchick et al., “2014 RGRC National Football League” 31) 
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Appendix E 
Breakdown of the National Football League Special Teams Positions by 

Race 
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  

 
 
 

 

Source: (Lapchick et al., “2014 RGRC National Football League” 32) 
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'
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K/P
2013

White 97%
African-American 1%

Latino 2%
International 8%

2012
White 98%

African-American 2%
Latino 0%

International 0%
2011

White 98%
African-American 1%

Latino 1%
International 7%

2010
White 97%

African-American 1%
Latino 2%

International 8%

NFL Special Teams

Note: 67.3 % of all players in the NFL are Black.  31% of all players 
are White.  1.7% of all players in the NFL are either Pacific Islander, 
Latino, or Asian American.  Any totals of less than 100% are due to 

the third category of other.

Table 15
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Appendix F 
Breakdown of the National Basketball Association by Race 
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% # % #
2013-2014 2003-2004

White 19.5% 89 White 22.2% 91
African-American 77.0% 351 African-American 75.9% 311

Latino 3.1% 14 Latino 1.2% 5
Asian 0.2% 1 Asian 0.7% 3
Other 0.2% 1 Other 0.0% 0

International 20.6% 94 International 16.6% 68
Total 456 Total 410

2012-2013 2001-2002
White 19.0% 87 White 20.0% x

African-American 76.3% 350 African-American 78.0% x
Latino 4.4% 20 Latino 1.0% x
Asian 0.2% 1 Asian <1 x
Other 0.2% 1 Other 0.0% x

International 18.7% 86 2000-2001
Total 459 White 21.0% x

2011-2012 African-American 78.0% x
White 18.2% 79 Latino 1.0% x

African-American 78.1% 339 Other 0.0% x
Latino 3.2% 14 1999-2000
Asian 0.2% 1 White 22.0% x
Other 0.2% 1 African-American 78.0% x

International 16.8% 73 Latino <1% x
Total 434 Other 0.0% x

2010-2011 1998-1999
White 16.7% 75 White 21.0% x

African-American 77.7% 348 African-American 78% x
Latino 4.5% 20 Latino 1.0% x
Asian 0.7% 3 Other 0.0% x
Other 0.4% 2 1997-1998

International 17.0% 76 White 23.0% x
Total 448 African-American 77% x

2009-2010 Latino <1% x
White 18.4% 81 Other 0.0% x

African-American 76.9% 339 1996-1997
Latino 3.2% 14 White 20.0% x
Asian 0.7% 3 African-American 79.0% x
Other 0.9% 4 Latino <1% x

International 18.4% 81 Other <1% x
Total 441 1995-1996

2008-2009 White 20.0% x
White 18.2% 82 African-American 80.0% x

African-American 77.3% 348 Latino 0.0% x
Latino 3.1% 14 Other <1% x
Asian 0.7% 3 1994-1995
Other 0.7% 3 White 18.0% x

International 17.6% 79 African-American 82.0% x
Total 450 Latino 0.0% x

2007-2008 Other 0.0% x
White 19.6% 89 1993-1994

African-American 75.6% 343 White 21.0% x
Latino 3.3% 15 African-American 79.0% x
Asian 0.4% 2 Latino 0.0% x
Other 1.1% 5 Other 0.0% x

International 17.8% 81 1992-1993
Total 454 White 23.0% x

2006-2007 African-American 77.0% x
White 20.7% 91 Latino 0.0% x

African-American 75.0% 330 1991-1992
Latino 3.0% 13 White 25.0% x
Asian 0.5% 2 African-American 75.0% x
Other 0.9% 4 Latino 0.0% x

International 18.6% 82 1990-1991
Total 440 White 28.0% x

2005-2006 African-American 72.0% x
White 22.5% 97 Latino 0.0% x

African-American 72.9% 315 1989-1990
Latino 3.0% 13 White 25.0% x
Asian 0.5% 2 African-American 75.0% x
Other 1.2% 5 Latino 0.0% x

International 19.0% 82
Total 432

2004-2005
White 22.8% 98

African-American 73.0% 313
Latino 2.1% 9
Asian 0.7% 3
Other 1.4% 6

International 18.9% 81
Total 429

Table&1

Players

Source: (Lapchick et al., “2014 RGRC National Basketball Association” 21) 
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Appendix G	  
Breakdown of Major League Baseball by Race 
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% # % #
2014 2004

White 60.9% 459 White 63.0% 789
African-American 8.2% 62 African-American 9.0% 111

Latino 28.4% 214 Latino 26.0% 326
Asian 2.0% 15 Asian 2.0% 26
Other 0.5% 4 Other 0.0% 1
Total 754 International 27.0% 338

2013 Total 1253
White 61.2% 456 2002

African-American 8.3% 62 White 60.0% x
Latino 28.2% 210 African-American 10.0% x
Asian 2.1% 16 Latino 28.0% x
Other 0.1% 1 Asian 2.0% x
Total 745 Other 0.0% x

2012 International 25.0% x
White 61.5% 734 Total 

African-American 8.9% 106 2001
Latino 27.5% 328 White 59.0% x
Asian 1.9% 23 African-American 13.0% x
Other 0.2% 2 Latino 26.0% x

International 28.6% 341 Other 1.0% x
Total 1193 2001

2011 White 59.0% x
White 61.5% 738 African-American 13.0% x

African-American 8.5% 102 Latino 26.0% x
Latino 27.0% 324 Other 1.0% x
Asian 2.1% 25 2000
Other 0.7% 8 White 60.0% x

International 27.7% 332 African-American 13% x
Total 1197 Latino 26.0% x

2010 Other 1.0% x
White 59.8% 712 1999

African-American 9.1% 119 White 60.0% x
Latino 28.3% 339 African-American 13% x
Asian 2.4% 23 Latino 26.0% x
Other 0.4% 2 Other <1% x

International 27.7% 360 1998
Total 1195 White 59.0% x

2009 African-American 15.0% x
White 61.6% 758 Latino 25.0% x

African-American 9.0% 111 Other 1.0% x
Latino 27.0% 332 1997
Asian 2.3% 28 White 58.0% x
Other 0.0% 0 African-American 17.0% x

International 28.2% 347 Latino 24.0% x
Total 1229 Other 1.0% x

2008 1996
White 60.4% 719 White 62.0% x

African-American 10.2% 121 African-American 17.0% x
Latino 27.0% 322 Latino 20.0% x
Asian 2.4% 29 Other 1.0% x
Other 0.0% 0 1995

International 28.7% 342 White 62.0% x
Total 1191 African-American 19.0% x

2007 Latino 19.0% x
White 59.8% 714 Other 0.0% x

African-American 8.2% 98 1994
Latino 29.1% 348 White 64.0% x
Asian 2.8% 34 African-American 18.0% x
Other 0.0% 0 Latino 18.0% x

International 31.0% 370 1993
Total 1194 White 67.0% x

2006 African-American 16.0% x
White 59.5% 707 Latino 16.0% x

African-American 8.4% 98 Other <1% x
Latino 29.4% 348 1992
Asian 2.4'% 34 White 68.0% x
Other 0.3% 0 African-American 17.0% x

International 31.0% 370 Latino 14.0% x
Total 1187 1991

2005 White 68.0% x
White 60.0% 709 African-American 18.0% x

African-American 9.0% 101 Latino 14.0% x
Latino 29.0% 339 1990
Asian 3.0% 30 White 70.0% x
Other 0.0% 4 African-American 17.0% x

International 30.0% 358 Latino 13.0% x
Total 1183

x = Data not recorded, totals may not equal 100 percent Table 1

Players

Source: (Lapchick et al., “2014 RGRC Major League Baseball” 22) 
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